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NEW .MEXICO, THUUSDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY" 22.

IF FATHER COULD SEE HIM NOW!

FATHER OF COUNTRY

WASHINGTON

THC FATHER

HONORED GENERALLY

tffc$

ARMSTRONG COMMITTEE

RATHER IDLE

country

NUMBER 101

VJOG.

OFFERS

s

REPORT

ON

Little News of Importance

BY ALL AMERICANS

Comes From the

ITS INSURANCE WORK

Cap-

ital City.
Italy Oily Foreign Country Which Gave Day Genfather

eral and Public Recognition, Teaching by It
Through the Schools Universal Peace.
BY SPECIAL

OCCASION WAS MARKED
JMeariy Ail

'

'J

i;

Carefully Considers

?4

iENATOR KNOX ADDS BILL

VfAM

IMMWJ..7;.

Germany Shows Willingness
to Avoid Tariff War

EXERCISES

With America.

Large Cities Participated, While the Smaller
Places Were Largely Found in the
Number of Celebrants.

LONGWORTtIS

4

'"t'-l-

February

22.

THE

nt this reunion, especially from the
west and south.
The reunion will last two days. This
evening the veterans will celebrate
Washington's birthday with a banquet
at the Arlington hotel. Tomorrow they
will visit the president and congress
to urge the passage of the bill now
before congress for an increase of
pensions to enable them to live for
the few remaining years in comparatlve comfort and have enough left to
defray their funeral expenses when
they die.

large
cities throughout Italy Washington's
birthday was celebrated
today, although the day had not been appointed
a legal holiday by the government. A
movement has been started by the
Milan Peace society, supported by the
peace, societies of other Italian cities,
i(f Induce the government to set aside
Washington's birthday as a public
luliday for manifestations in favor ot
universal peace. 'While the matter was
pending the various peace societies
succeeded in Interesting the teachers
in the schools of the kingdom for the
plan and although the expected proclamation of the government was not issued, exercise in favor of universal
peace were held in the schools
throughout the Kingdom.
An effort
will be made by the Italian peace soof
cieties to secure the
the peace societies all over the world
in a concerted effort to have Washington's birthday made a universal
holiday In all civilized countries anu
4o devote the day every year to demonstrations in favor of universal peace.
Rome,

;

i

In al

IN

ARRIVE

MANY PROPOSED CHANGES OF LAW ARE DRASTIC
CUBA

Changing of Time for Holding Elections Until Next November May Spoil Well Laid Plans of Thomas
Washington, I. C. Feb. 22. Sen
ator Knox today introduced his inter
Lawson and Many Others.
state commerce bill. It broadens the

'
fATSlLP--I?0-

house bill and contains provision for

the review by the courts of tho order
of the Interstate Commerce Commis-

&

SUNNY SOUTH
Chattanooga, Tenn., Feb. 22. For
the first time In several months open
cars were ojierated on (he street car
lines of Chattanooga.
So great was
the rush on the Lookout mountain and
Uossville lines of the Chattanooga
Kleetrl railway that It became neces
sary 10 put several summer cars on
eacn division. ri no. open cars were
crowded and but few complaints were
heard from those who rode on them
Tho springlike weather brought out
a large crowd and all the resorts
around the city were well patronized
he Oxky zoo, Ixntkout mountain,
Clilckainauga park, Olympla park, In
fact every place where recreat Ion
seekers ure wont to go, were visited
by large numbers. There were munv
ALABAMA HOLDS FIRST
out driving and the livery stables had
DISTRICT CONVENTION. a nig business.
Birmingham, Ala..
Feb. 22. The
first district convention cf the Knights
Kansas City ahep.
of Pythias ever held in Alabama will
Kansas City, Feb. 22. Sheen rt:
he held tnls evening at Magnolia hall. eelpts, 4000; market, strong; muitons
About thirty lodges will be represent4.25j$j.So;
JG.80;
lambs,
$5.50
ed. An Interesting program has been range wethers, ?3.00(& $3.95; fed ewes,
.
arranged.
$4.2.Ht$ii.2.-.-

ANOTHER PIPE DREAM

STATE CONVENTIONS

sion.

MANY ATHLETIC

PYTHIAN KNIGHTS

CONTESTS HELD

ARE CELEBRATING

WILL MEET US MORE
THAN FULLY HALF WAY,
Berlin, Feb. 22. The reichstag, to
day, passed the first and second readings without amendment, the government's proposal to extend the recip
rocal tariff! rates to the United States
until June 30. 1907.
BRIDAL COUPLE HAVE
REACHED CUBA

SAFELY.
Havana, Feb. 22. The steamer
Mascotte, having on bonrd Mr. and
?rs. Nicholas Longworth and Edwin
M. Morgan, the new American minister to Cuba, arrived here this morn
ing, from Florida.
The Longworths
will remain about a week.

Many of the Exercises Post

poned From the Nine- teenth Are Held.
TWO ANNIVERSARIES

--

IN ONE SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT
COULD FIND NOTHING

Seclal to Evening Citizen.

Parades,

Banquets,

Washington, Feb. 22. Senator Dick
to proceed with his
speecu Involving the rights of 2,000,
000 of people In the territories. Senator Hale of Maine presented a bill
which deals with the past and future
of Annapolis.

and

Music

fo Ohio Is anxious

Speeches Constitute Large
Part of Program.
Norfolk, Va., Feb. 22. The Knights
of Pythias of this district, including
about forty lodges, are celebrating the
anniversary of the founding f the
order and the visit of Supreme Chancellor Biilvley of Indiana, Supreme
Vice Chancellor Barnes of Illinois, aerd
Major General Stobbart of ,? Paul,
Minn., today. This forenoon tnere was
a grand parade In honor of the two
events and this evening there will be
a big meeting with addresses, music
and exhibition drills.

UNUSUALLY BRILLIANT
BALL FOR THE GUARDS
Jamestown, N. Y., Feb. 22. The
Thirteenth Separate company, N. Y. N.
G.. will give Its annual ball this evening, which promises to be an unusual
ly .brilliant affair, as Governor Illgglns
and nearly all the. members of his staff
will be present in full uniform. Anlong
other invited guests are Brigadier Gen
eral L. W. Pettibone of the Fourth
brigade, and the officers of the 65th
and 74th regiments of Buffalo.

100-foo-

nata-torlu-

rg.

j

j

d

CHAINED TO TREE AND

MONEY

PAID OVER

PORTRAIT OF PROMINENT
PROFESSOR IS FINISHED
Philadelphia. I'a.. Feb. 22. The
Hare Law club of the L'uiversity of
Pennsylvania will today present a
portrait of the late Judge John I.
Clark Hare to the Pennsylvania Law
years ai?o the contract
school.
for the lMirtraii was given to William
M. Chase, formerly of the Pennsylvania Aradt my of Fine Arts, and the
cost of the picture was J'j.'ioO, whiril
c ;ileeted by
was paid l y
the secretary of the Hate lub alumni.
The pictur? will occupy a panel between the portiaits of Jaaie; Wilson
and Judge Sharswood, above the main
stairway in t.ie l.avv school building.
Judge Hare was formerly nrofessoi
':iv in
of contracts and ons!tr nt r
tho I nu tility of IVu'.'.s,.. ivunij. uuu
at his death was protesor emeilfiia
in the Law sob ol.

DETROIT KNIGHTS CONFER
GRAND LODGE DEGREES.
Detroit, Mich, Feb. 22. The Knights
of Pythias for the southwestern district of Michigan are assembled here
in large numbers to celebrate the anniversary of the order, which actually
fell on February 19. The grand lodge
will hold a Bpecial session this afternoon in the hall of Damon lodge and
will confer grand lodge degrees upon
all past chancellors entitled to the
same. At 3 o'clock will be the grand
Installation and Inspection of the First
regiment, Uniformer Rank, K. of P.,
at the armory of Wayne company. In
lie evening there will be a big meeting at tho Light Guard armory, when
Mayor Godd and Gvernor Warner will
deliver addresses.

tock-man-

VISITS THE

SPRING

1

1

A story pubBoise, Ida., Feb. 211
lished here, today, is to the effect
that a letter written at tho headquarters of the Western Federation
was the foundof Miners, at
ation upon which the detectives worked to secure the evidence that will
be used against the prisoners now
charged witii the mip-.leof Former
This letter,
Governor Steunenbei kit Is said, was addressed to u mem- -

5

0

(

addressed Is withheld. Other letters
trom the Denver office of the federation are said to have been Intercepted and It is said these letters
have been used In soriiring damaging
statements from one of tliu prisoners
under arres'.
.Mover, with two other officers of
'the miners' union, was taken from
'Denver to Idaho to answer to the
charge of conspiracy in the Mssassln-atlo- :i
of Former (rovernor Steuneu-- :
j

berg, w ' o was blown up with a Ixunb
at the trite way of bis home.

ill.. Feb.
For tho
nine since the conviction of
Joh.imi lloch, preparations were
tor his execution. Hoch appealed in good spirits, but announced
thai l.i' had lost hope and expected
lo ilic.
"I n
I

-'.

no," ho said, "but I guess
die tomorrow. This Is
ive
I.

h

'a :!i

have been near
is the last time.
no hope, but still, I feel pretty

the toui'h

m

life-siz-

2-

be-t'i- ia

t

iV;
I

Mi

l..ie

time

I

gue-- s

a mi

it

Hoch was told that In many quar- opinion prevailed that he In-- n
ii d to commit
suicide and cheat
the ,ri lows. He laughed heartily al

t

rt the

the

PRESIDENT CHAS. H. MOYER,
Of the Wettern Federation of Minert.
ber of ihe feileratlon .n .Silver City,
Idaho, but be did not call tor it, and
:h-.en. tive-- so.
i'.
in supju.serl tin.
directed
of -'' iinenlieig, and
us ei.couragt nient to ti.. act, referred
to Ik r crltneo which !.; ! been
d
of which
and the
i;a escaped puaishrtet.f
The name
of the. poison to who:;; :he letter was
(

i

nr-.--

ie

com-uuitH-

perp-t;.nor-

.
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PROPOSED LAW TO
'
.
ELIMINATE LAWSON
Albany, Feb. 22. The report of tho
Armstrong special Insurance Investigation committee was presented In
loth houses of the legislature today.
It was accompanied by eight bills designed to carry into effect in detail the
recommendations of the committee.
Armstrong niRde a statement in wnica
he said, that the counsel for the committee, Hughes, McKeen and himself
had worked upon the bill until 4
o'clock this morning and had not then
finished their labors. He asked leave
for the committee to submit a supplementary report, which will make
the proposed forms of standard Insm"-nnc- e
life policy, to be preceeded by
law.
He promised this report next
week. There will be a public hearing
upon the bills before the investigating
committee itself on Friday, March 9,
in assembly chamler. In his statement to newspaper men, before presenting the report, Armstrong said he
htped to have passed before April 15
a bill which will defer the annual election In mutual companies from April
15 to November.
This, it is believed,
will probably nullify all proxies obtained up to this time by Thomas
T.awson ani the policy holders'
svate governors and others.
a& w;i as those which the management of the companies themselves
have gathered through agents.
,

com-fiiittee- s.

Troy,

The New York Nebraska opened here today ln an lit-- I
Y. M. C. A. formal manner with alxnit 250 dele- -'
opened here today. The delegates rep- gates In attendance.
This evening;
resent !M city and town associations, there will be a big banquet at which.
91 railr ad associations, students from Dr. W. O. Henry will preside.
Many
3'J associations la universities, colleges prominent
local speakers and soma
and professional schools and young distinguished guests will respond.
men of the county districts, representing in all 52.IMI0 association members KENTUCKY Y. M. C. A.
in the state. The convention will last
IS IN GOOD HEALTH.
four days and the meetings and deUxlngton, Ky., Feb. 22. Delegate
part menial sessions will be hold In representing every Y. M. C. A. in th
tiie new building of the Troy Young 'statu urn assembled here to attend tho
Men's Christian association. Anions annual convention of the Y. M. C. A.
the many prominent speakers who will f Kentucky, which opens here today.
address the convention will be the The association is in a healthy and
Itev. V. .1. Dawson, tbe great lindon nourishing condition in this stato and
evangelist.
several city associations are planning
to build their own homes.
PROMINENT SPEAKERS TO
ADDRESS OHIO GATHERING UNIVERSITY Cr BUFFALO
HOLDS ANNUAL EXERCISES
Toledo, (J., Fob. 22. The state conliuffulo, N. Y Fell. 22. Tbe annual
vention of the Y. M. C. A. of Ohio
opened here, this morning with a large university day exerclse-- of the Univerttlendauee. Am.ng I be speaksr will sity of Buffalo were he-- dthis afterRepresenM. Shaw, secretary of the noon at the Teck thrater.
lo
treasury; Charles F. Neill, Lulled tatives of the (i A It., Daughters ot
States commissioner of labor; Mayor the American Revolution aud other
and ihe heads of all
John Weaver of Philadelphia, and patiiotie
the educational and religious organisamany other prominent men.
tions of this city mid vicinity occupied
se.it s on the Ktugo and In tho bjxea
LARGE ATTENDANCE AT
THIRTY-EIGHTCONVENTION of tin- house. Vice Chancellor Charlen
Washington, I'a., Feb. 22. The 3;iu I'. Norton picbhlcil and addresses wer
annua! convention of the Y. M. C. A. dtliviied by him, Major J. N. Adam
of i'i unsylv aula opeued here today for and others.
Tomorrow evening there will bo tbei
a four days' session. The attendance
is very largo ami every association annual concert by the student musical
in the slate-- is represented
by dele- clubs, which will be followed by tho
gates. Many excellent speakers are annual tarolty ball. Many prominent
l
isoiib from all parts of the state anil
on the program.
even trom oiiieof the adjoining states
have been invited to attend the affair.
NEBRASKA DELEGATES
MEET AT FREMONT
Wool Market.
Fremont, Neb., Feb. 22. Tue annual
et Wool mar- St. Ivouls. Mo.. Feb.
stute convention of the Y. M. C. A. ot
steady; unchanged.
N. Y., Feb., 22.

state convention of the

j
j

-

HOCH IS PREPARED FOR

rhicuo.

1

against
"syndicate"
makes recommendations for amending
the law so as to provide for the safeguarding of tHe money of the iolicy
holders.
Limiting Extent of Business.
The committee recommends the lim
iting of the new business, which each
or the larger companies may take t
$150,000,000 yearly and that no company doing business In the state, except industrial companies, shall issue)
policies In excess of certain prescribed
limit 8. Contribution by Insurance corporations for political purposes should
be strictly forbidden. The committee
recommends the passage of'unequlYO-caand drastic measures to remedy
this evil.
Nothing disclosed by the Investigation deserves more serious attention
than does lobbying. While the committee discovered that there had been
a large practice of lobbying on a
count of the absence of necessary witnesses and the proper vouchers the
committee was unable to trace the
money. The legislature, owes it to Itself to stop as far aa possible all lobbying, and the remedy for Insurance
companies against hold-up- s
lies generally within the requirement of a
proper authorization of all expenditures, the vouchers stating ln detail
the purpose for which the money was
expended, and the company should be
compelled to set forth all its expenditures In the annual report to the
'
perintendent of insurance.

HELD BY Y. M. C. A.

OF IDAHO OFFICIALS

Tii-ro-

Special to The Evening Citizen:
,
Feb. 22. Robert W. Hannigan, the Deming
Silver Cit. N. M..
who was take- - from the stage near Mogollon by Boj Holliman, last
Friday mornmq. as previously stated in The Evening Citizen, and held a
prisoner in the mountains for ransom, was released Tuesday upon payment of $1,000. The money was raised By citizens of the town of Alma,
Socorro county, aid given to Holliman, who, thereupon, told where Hannigan could be found, bound to a tree with chains, and also delivered the
keys to the locks holding same.
Hannigan was greatly exhausted from hunger and exposure when
rescued, hut is getting along nicely, and will recover. He it at present at
Alma, but expects to return to Deming in a few days. He was kept
chained to a tret in the Mogollon Mountains, during the entire preiod of
hit captivity. So far as known no efforts have been made to arrest Holliman, and he it thought to have mads hit escape into Arizona.

ter declaring

New York, Feb. 22. Senator Armstrong, with the completed copy .'I
the report of the insurance Investigating committee, left New York for Albany today. He will submit the document for final signature to the mem
hers of the committee, and will probably present the report to the legislature today.
What Report Covert. ,
The report of the Joint committee
of the senate and assembly of the
state of New York, appointed to investigate the affairs of life insurance companies, covers a printed pamphlet of
319 pages.
Matters demanding the
consideration of the legislature for the
purpose of remedying existing evils
and establishing more securely the
business of life insurance ln this state,
are grouped under tho following
heads:
1
Organization of life Insurance
corporations.
2 Control, or right of policy hold
crs ln election of directors.
3 Retirement of stock.
4
Investment syndicate participation.
Limitation of new business.
6
Political contributions.
7 Ixibbylng.
8 Limitation of expenses.
9 Valuation of policies.
10 Rebates.
11 Surrender values.
12 Ascertainment
and distribution
of surplus.
13 Remedies for pallcyholders by
right of resort to courts.
14 Forms of policies. ,
15 Publicity and ttate supervision.'
16 Penalties,
. .
Amended Lawt Proposed.
The committee recommends that article 11 of the Insurance law be so
amended so as to permit the formation
thereunder of mutual corparatlons
without capital stock, to transact the
business of life insurance under limitation.
Section 200, permitting the incorporation of companies upon the
or assessment plan, should ba
amended so as not to permit such
companies to be Incorporated; and fur
ther, foreign companies of this sort
should not be permitted to enter the
mu
state. In regard to the
tual companies tho following plan Is
recommended:
"At least five months prior to election, lists of policy holders should be
filed with the superintendent of Insurance, and similar lists should be open
to Inspection at the homo office of the
corporation. Voting should be limited
lo i nose w ho nave tieey iiisuircu hi
least one year before the election, and
whose policies are still In force at the
time when the election siiau be held.
The manner of making nomlnattous
and holding elections Is provided for."
As to stock companies the committee recommends mutuaiii'iitior.. On
the subject of investments by life Insurance companies, the committee af

..

Baltimore's Right Spirit.
Norway Athletes
Baltimore, Md., Feb. 22. The patrl Sweden and
city
eeiebracare
otic societies of this
Are at the Jumping
ing Washington's birthday today In a
more elaborate manner than for many
Contest.
years. The principal celebration will
be held by the Baltimore chapter of
the Daughters of the American Revolu
tion this evening.
BEST NEW YORK SWIMMERS
Grand Barbecue in Charleston.
Charleston, S. C, Feb. 22. Wash
ington's birthday is celebrated here Lovers of the Lawn Tennis Game
today In the usual manner, l he prtn
clpal spectacular feature of the cele
Are Flocking to Monte
bration was the military parade which
a
by
will be followeod this afternoon
Carlo.
Greatest Celebration in New York.
grand barbecue. The officers of the
men
of the
New York, Feb. 22. Washington's coast squadron and the
birthday was celebrated here today ships In the harbor had been Invited
Ishpeming, Mich.. Feb. 22. The big
to.
take part In the celebration, but bU1 jumping tournament, under the
more generally than ever before. Flags
were displayed on every public building the squadron was ordered south before
and on thousands of business houses It. was expected. ' In the evening there auspices of the Ishpeming Ski club
and private residences. All clubs, will be several banquets by patriotic opened here this morning with a large
schools, armories and similar build societies.
number of contestants ln this fleiu.
ings were thus decorated and all bust
Among the competitors for the chamElaborately
Celebrated
ness in the city was practically sus
Grand Rapids, Mich, Feb. 22. Never pionship are a number rf expert! from
pended
history of this city has Sweden and, Norway.' It la expected
The Washington Continents and atbor ln. tle birthday
been celebrated
numlier of specially Invited guests had Washington's
here in as elaborate a manner as to- that owing to the Improved condition
their annual luncheon ln the long room day.
morning there was a big of the course some or the records will
of Fraunces's tavern at Beaver and militaryThis
and this evening there be broken. It Is expected that the
Broad streets. As usual on that an- will be parade
t
mark will be surpassed.
a meeting and banquet under
nual occasion the officers appeared in
auspices of the League of Michcontinental uniforms. Several inter- the
BEST SWIMMERS OF
igan Municipalities.
esting addresses were delivered.
NEW YORK CONTEST.
There was another patriotic celebraBig Day at Pennsylvania University.
New York, Feb. 22. The Indoor
tion at Washington's old headquarters,
Philadelphia, Feb. 22. Washington's
in the present home of Mrs. Earl, on birthday was observed by the Uni- 'championship swimming contest ef
Washington Heights. It was in charge versity of Pennsylvania with custo the Amateur Athletic union of the
of the Washington Headquarters asso- mary university day exercises nt the United Slates will begin in the
of the N. Y. Athletic club this
ciation of New York and the Sons Afml,iiiv nf 1tiwlr- ihn rnnT&rrnl? inf
und Daughters of the Revolution par- - nonorary degrees upon public men be- - afternoon. Many of the best swimmers
in the country are entered for the
H
'ing a part or the celebration. Dr. various contests, among them H. J.
'"',' V
which
seated aboutf 200, was hand-,Hfnrprofe8sor
of
Van
ke
somely decorated with roses and Amer- - ,ish ilterature at Prlnceton university, Handy of Chicago and C. M. Daniels
ot New York.
Icaji flags.
was the orator of the day. His topic
As usual the Letter Carriers assoola- - was . Washington and Men Who Stood
TWELFTH TOURNAMENT
tlon and the Kxerapt Firemen s asso--( wjn n)m '
OF TENNIS PLAYERS.
:iation celebrated the day together
Monte Carlo, Feb. 22. The twelfth
by a beef and beans dinnei.
Boston Does Honor.
Several hundred invited guests at- Boston. Mass., Feb. 22. Washing-tende- annual open tournament for Ihe lawn
the celebration arranged at the ton's birthday was generally observed tennis championship for the south ot
In Westchester, in this cit ytoday. This morning the France opened here this morning with
Cathclic protectory
tor which an interesting program had members of the Massachusetts society, a long list of entries, among them
been arranged.
Sons of the American Revolution, met crack players from all parts of E'trope
In the evening there will be a large. jn the Hall of Hags, at the State and even some Americans. The town
number of banquets and memorial house, where they were received by Is filled with tourists and lovers of
meetings by various patriotic
and Governor Guild and his staff. After the game from all parts of the world.
other societies all over the city.
the reception they went to- tho AmerIn Brooklyn the day was also cele- ican house, where the annual meet- SAN FRANCISCO FIRE
brated In an appropriate manner. One ing was held. This evening there
COSTS NEARLY $1,000,000
of the features of the day was the will be a big banquet in honor of the
annual parade of the Volunteer Fire- lay.
men of old Brooklyn and the cninty
San Francisco, Feb. 22. A fire eariy
towns. The marchers were reviewed SINGER COMPANY WILL
BUILD LARGE STRUCTURE. this morning in the central station of
by the borough officers.
New York, Feb. 22. The Singer the Sai Francisco Ga & Electric comcompany filed plans pany caused a loss estimated at nearly
Manufacturing
Public Buildings Closed.
Iiuilding Superintend- $1,000,000, besides crippling many
yesterday
with
Washington, D. C, Feb. 22. In honMurphy for a structure which commercial and manufacturing estabor of Washington's birthday all public ent
will.be higher than all existing sky- lishments. All the evening papers are
and many other buildings In this city scrapers
by 2"0 or more feet, and without power, even tile linotype bedisplayed the stars and stripes and will lie about
useless. Candles and
4o feet higher than the ing rendered
all business was practically suspend- Washington Monument.
kerosine are being used in many dark
ed. Thousands visited Mount Vernon
Aciiiianying the improvement of offices, elevators are not running and
and deposited flowers at the tomb ol property which
already owns, ad- - business Is almost at a standstill In
the Father of the Country. There were j joining its presentit building, at Broad some places. Nearly all tho telegraph
parades of veterans In the morning, a way and Liberty street, the company wires leading out of the city are idle
targe number of memorial luncheons will erect over
the central part of as the companies obtained power from
by patriotic organizations in all parts the enlarged structure
a tower of
station burned. Every effort. U
of the city and In the eveniug there furtv stories, which will rise to a the
being made to install a temporary
will be a number of banquets ln honor height of 593 feet. 10
inches.
power plant, but it is uncertain when
of the day.
normal conditions will be restored.
The National Association of the Vet DAUGHTERS OF REVOLUTION
The crigiu of the fire, which com
rans of the war with Mexico opened
RAISE FUND FOR MEMORIAL pletely gutted the building, has not
Washington.
D.
ilieir annual reunion at tho Arlington
C, Feb. 22.
positively determined, hut the
hotel today. Mr. L"Uis F. Beeler ot Throughout
the country, wherever been
who were in the building at
Baltimore is the president of the or- there are chapters of the Daughters workmen
was a Hash
ganization. Duly between fifty and of the American Revolution enter- the time say that there(lames
by a sheet of
followed
and In
the
tainments
will
In
veterans were
attendbe Riven today for the a
sixty of
(lames broke
the
few
minutes
purpose
memraising
ance- at the opening meeting.
of
There
funds for tho
through, the roof. The impression Is
are only about S.ouu of these veterans orial building which the Daughters ol Is prevalent
that ome dynamo was
living
out of the 100,000 soldiers the American Revolml n intend to
now
charged
over
and exploded. The sta
and bailor who were engaged in that erect at tho Jamestown exposition. It lion a in the
heart of the city and
war. They are all near 80 years old is expected that a considerable sum during the prognss
of the tire sixteen
or over. Many states are represented vv ill be rt alized.
persons were hurt, 'inly one, however,
William Keane, sustained any serious
injury.
y

Entire Subject Under Many
Heads and Makes Proper Recommendations
For Each Avenue of Wrong Doing.

Sl!uV

!!!
oivn life?" he asked,
'.it. in! know, would be a
I
u
am a soldier,
eon vs'.'ii f
ill
not be brave and
I
and
as I a in in- tlro: l.eii; t!i

"Me t.ll

"Vh.

i ' .
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Cattle Market.
L:'
Cattle receipts,
$3.70t $il.2D;
f. Vk.
a.'v;
stork-i.am i,- - l. r,. $2.T5: ; 27011 calves and lie:f- r,. f .5"fi $5.00 Texans
Ct.ii a.,'

Keii.

,
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CITIZEN THE

EVENING

ftbllikri
Citizen Publishing Company
Dally

The

INDIAN

STATEHOOD

PAPER ON

Weekly ky

tho trusts, the railway", the senate, the house, the president,
the politicians and the overwhelming majority of whites think about Joint
I at hMlN for tranamtaatnii thraoch taa
statehood for Oklahoma and Indian Territory Is pretty well known. What
mil M aarond elaaa aiattar.
the Indians think of it la expressed In the Cherokee language and alphabet
liy the Cherokee Advocate, published at Tahlequah. I. T., by the Cherokee
nation. The characters were designed by Seqmyah, whose name fi'i.OOO Indian voters wished to confer upon a state US be made of Indian Territory
alone. With the final dissolution of tribal government, March 4. the Cherokee alphabet will cease to be printed. The Advocate will lose the support
the Cherokee nation, which has published a newspaper In Cherokee charOfficial Paper of Bernalillo County of
the old "ry of broken
acters f r seventy five years. The editorial
and City of Albuquerque.
pledges, political perfidy, ungrateful republics and unhonored heroes.
AaaacaM Pmt Aftantii DlipitchM.
The following shows the first page heading of the Advocate, a fac simile
Lirprt City and Caufity Circulation,
of part of the editorial, and a translation.
Taa Urtttt Nnr Muko Clrculatloa.
I
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What,

Xt? by mall on jrmr la advanea- I i7 by mail. par month.
Waakfr by aiaU. ana ar...

15.00
W

Dally by Carrier, 60c per month
paid monthly.

IdrertlilDg Rites Made Known on Application
will aanfar a fTnr by notifymr tw
of th patwr.
mtvly on any non-drliAfl lrtm and rvmittanrva ahould b addrmwd to
Company.
DrafU.
Taa Qtim rtmuKHiNO
prm money ordera
eharka. aoatoffira and
laat ba Biada payabla to th erdar of the
aampany.

TIllfMOHIl!
Colorado
Automatic 183
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OLD DOMINION
MINE

FIRE

Miners Risk Lives to Save
Property and Return to
Put Out the Fire.

Diwo-.- a
Tyi

AWFUL

MINE CATASTROPHE

A dispatch from Glole. Ariz., dated
yesterday, gives the following additional facts of the awful mine fire In
the Old Dominion property at Globe:
The bodies of three men who lost
their lives in the burned shaft of the
Old Dominion mine will never be re
covered, it is thought, as they are
probably buried under the thousands
of tons of rock.
The men met death bravely, doing
their duty. Joe Ikenberry, Joe
Jack James and Jack Mosett
started to descend into the burning
shaft to fight the flames. At the third
level all but Mosett were overcome by
smoke and fell to the bottom of the
twelfth level and were killed. Mosett
wig brought back to the surface.
The smelter is still running, but
will .probably close down tomorrow
Tor only a few days, It Ja hoped.
The outlook is hopeful.
Stirring Scenes at the Mines.
The Interloper shaft tn which the
fire occurred, caved in at 9 o'clock
last night, forcing the gas through the
.mine and driving all the miners to
the surface.
Sixty men were overcome by gas,
lint all were rescued.
There was a pathe:ic scene at the
mouth of the Bhait last evening when
4t dozen or more women pleaded with
their fathers, husbands and sons not
to
the mine. The men show
d great bravery and many, overcome
by gas, Insisted, when restored, on
returning below to battle against the
fire.
All the levels except the twelfth,
from which there is no danger, have
ieen bulkheaded, either with bags of
sand or by caving the connecting
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Housekeeper, good, steady
Call at No. 110 South
work.
Edits street, or at 107 South Second street, Harnett building.
WANTED Highest casti price paid
household goods. M.
for second-hanEllison, 405 South First street. Colo.
'phone, Red 131.
Young man would like
WANTED
on delivery wagon; good references. Address, John C. Farrell,
417 West Silver avenue.
WANTED Gentlemen's second-hanclothing. No. B15 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTED White man and wife for
small hotel; woman to be good cook
and man a gaod rustler. For Information, address Charles Jones,
Thore.au,

and receive liberal reward.

FOUND.
Lady's gold ring, ruby set,

FOUND
by Howard Mann, of 723 North
Fourteenth street. Owner can have
same by calling at this office and
paying for this notice.

Money

Co

Loan

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
Wagons and other Chattels; also on

On

SALARIES AND WARKHOUSB RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
and strictly private.
One
Time:
month to one year given. Goods remain In your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tloketa to and from all
parts ot the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

N. M.

Two men in each county
advertise hard
ware department, put out samples
of our goods, etc. Traveling post
tion or office manager. Salary, $90
per month, cash weekly, with all ex
penses paid in advance. We furnls'h
everything. Department 610, 234
Fifth avenue, the Columbia House,
Chicago, 111.
AGENTS WANTED.
AGEXTS make $G daily, selling the
cheapest and most perfect water
filter ever Invented. Retails at $2.
Big profit. Exclusive territory. Seneca filter Co., Seneca, Mo.
One

WANTED

to represent and

NEW MEXICO

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Its

ij'inlk

ammim ol

Oil

Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

and

Solicits New

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
LUNA, President
W. 8. STRICKLER, V. P. and Caahlar
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh J. C. Baldrldge
'
Solomon Luna
A. M. Blackwell
George Arnot
O. E. Cromwell

SOLOMON

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

A SANTA

FE RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
AiaDQUHRQUB, K. M.
Offloss a aad Dtrecton.
JOSH7A 8. RATNOLDS

five-roo-

f'oiriivfP

$100000

Interest Allowed on Savings Depsits

company. We can reorganize It, "tur
the hose on and issue $500,000 bonds
for improvements. I'll take the bonds
know where I can dump them and
ANYTHING
THIS IS THE NEXT.
then we'll sell other stock of the company.
Of course, we'll take $30,000
four-rooframe house, modern.
apiece for our fee, as well as the usual
One
brick on South Edith
profits.
Yvette Guilbert is back in New York,
FOR
RENT.
street, both for
I have decided to charge the combut is said to have no naughty songs.
83 GOO 00
Humph! Why, then is she in New pany $2,000,000 for that building I
at 511 South Third street.
bought last week. 1 hat leaves me
York ?
$1,000,000 to the good on the deal, FOR RENT Two furnished
rooms.
Rented all the time
$250,000 is yours for your trouble
209 South Arno street.
Old Geronimo has been dethroned. and
for $20 each. A 12
In having an architect examine the FOR KENT
ror HousekeepRooms
Poor Geronimo. His bad luck has building.
per cent investment.
Yours,
ing. 524 West Railroad avenue.
come in bunches. He took his eighth
GELDKR
HOOKER.
room,
One
furnished
for
RENT
FOR
wife only a few weeks ago.
gentlemen. 410 West Coal avenue.
Iyot it be
PORTERFIELD CO.,
once and for
"Did your editor ever give you an all that Johnunderstood
1). Rockefeller
FOR REN T Rooms for light house
Office, 110 West Gold Avenue.
hasn't
assignment to find the north pole?"
keeping. 524 South Second street.
been hiding In Tom Lawson's private
"No, but he's sent me to Interview
car.
rooming house.
RENT
FOR
a
dozen
Fairbanks half
times."
work and conveyancing.
30914 Railroad avenue. Apply 217 Notarial
South Fourth street.
THINK THE LOST MINE
!N SALTON SEA FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
X
for housekeeping, $10; ladies
Hurt Adams, K. R. Nellis, Tom
Inquire at this office.
Harney and John Nellis, who left
09
Williams, December 7th, last, to hunt FOR RENT Three-room- ,
rurnished
3for the lost Peg Leg mine, have made
tent and ot'her rooms after the ICth,
n
their way to Yuma, 'being convinced
from $10 to $15 per month. Mrs.
o
that the waters of the fumuos Sajton
E. K. Norris, 524 St. John street.
A
Sea now cover the famous lost mine.
CO
VI o
FOR SALE.
Says the Williams Xews. They report
that Salton Sea Is literally alive with FOR"SA LE AU lots in Coronada
T
2
water fowl of all descriptions, and
PI D
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
they say ithat any one who will get
Broadway.
still
o
out Into the bushes, which are
uncovered on tho southern part of SElL, RENT OR TRADE ust your
300
McSpadden,
property
L.
with
T.
geese
the shore, can kill ducks and
m
South Broadway.
till he tiros.
z
busigood
A
OR
SALE
TRADE
FOR
x
o
ness for city property. T. L. McMrs. R. F. Copp and her mother.
Spadden, 300 South Broadway.
Mrs. A. Abraham, of Silver City, will
leave tonight for I.os Angeles and FOR SALE Ten thousand gallon
drifts.
CARDS
California.
PROFESSIONAL
other cities of southern
cedar tank cheap. J. H. Heald, 805
A SWITCH'TENDER.
Trying to Check the Fire.
The ladles will be absent several
East Grnnd ave. Colorado phone b2,
I
At noon the conditions at the mine
months, and probably Dr. Copp, the
three rlngs
DENTISTS.
"Society is a sham," cries young dentist,
were still critical. Attention is now
will join them later and ac- FOR SALE Indian trading
post;
shams,
Speaking
Jack
Rockefeller.
com
of
one
canvas
lining
with
in
directed
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
company them back to the city.
good location and a paying business.
uartment of the working shaft, to Jack ought to know one when he sees
Dental Surgeon.
T. L. McSpadden, 300 South Broadit.
escape
of
chimney
the
a
REVEALED,
15
as
serve
HEAVEN
for
Rooms
and 1C, Grant block, over
way.
gases
coming
several
from
By
the
Benjamin Fiske Barrett.
Golden Rule Dry Goods company. 0
the
the
At
FOR SALE Cheap, Fairbanks
SIMSES PLEASE WRITE.
by
levels of the mine.
power gasoline en- Both 'phones. Appointments made
Morso
largo type;
V4x7 inches;
Horn, to the wife of Allle Sims, Feb-- ('i),J l'I-- .
mail.
The guides oveV the same compart
pumping
gine, suitable for small
fine cloth.)
ment above the collar jf the sliuft have ruary 3, a
daughter.
plant. Enquire J. W. McQnade.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
Mrs. Charley W. Sims, whom we
ulso been enclosed with canvas, there
ofavenue.
Office
Is
No. 80S Railroad
book
period
a
For
this
limited
Residence,
OR
KENT
FOR
SALE
of
ganes
top
to the
by carrying the
eported ill in titr last report, has
cents,
8:30 a. rn., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
with
hours,
rates,
Ad
50
avenue.
fered
1016
at
trade
Railroad
West
the head of the framework. The lin recovered.
9 cents postage for mailing.
dress. Darbv A. Day, El Paso, Tex. p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 4ti2. Ap
Gladdys, the little
daugh
ing of tho compartment has proceed
pointments made by mail.
A goo
FOR
SALE OR TRADE
d to below the sixth level and is be ter of Mr. and Mrs. 7.. II. Sims, who
CONTENTS.
T.
bargain.
A
Schnmaker
niano.
Ing continued down as rapidly a.s pos has had a severe stomach trouble, Is
LAWYERS.
The Origin of Angels The EssenL. McSpadden. 3o() South Broadway.
til.le.
somewhat improved.
tial Nature of Heaven Character of
merchandise
stock
FOR SALESmall
Bernard S. Rodey.
The men engaged in this work can
Mrs. J. W. Sims is suffering greatly the Angels Testimony of Scripture
Albuquerue
nt a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 300
ATTORN
remain below only a few minuteB and with a sore hand, caused by sticking The Sure Way to Heaven Practical
South Broadway.
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
are being lowered and raised con a piece of wire in one of her fingers. Tendency of This Disclosure Enstantly.
If any one knowing an item of news vironment in Heaven, nnd What De- b'UK SALE A handsome Hantman business pertaining to the profession
piano. In fine condition and almost Will practice in all courts of the terriThe echeine to confine the gases to that would be of interest to the read- termines It Societies in Heaven A
For particu- tory and before the United State
new, at a bargain.
one compartment Is already showing ers of the Herald, would please note Heaven for the
World
office
this
lars,
land office.
at
call
good results and the other compart' and iiand to the postmaster or to May- Relationships
Earthly
continAre
Ira M. Bond.
cuents are comparatively free from lissa Sims, It would be properly Insert- ued in Heaven? Meeting and Recog- FOR SALE A good paying hotel in
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 F street
gas.
small town. T. L. McSpadden, 300
ed in the columns of this, the best nition of Friends In the Hereafter
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
South Broadway.
Pump Are Stopping.
county paper, and would also be high- Personal Appearance of the Angels
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
The twelfth level pumps stopped ly appreciated by the correspondent. Rejuvenescence and Growth in Heav FOR SALE $25,000 raneu at a
liarrods-burworking yesterday afternoon and some
correspondence,
Duncan
will take small property In letter patents, trade marks, claims.
en Houses and Homes in Heaven
exchange. Write, wire, phone or
(Ky.i Herald.
water accumulated on the fourteenth
rTw. D. Bryan.
Garments in Heaven Children in
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
level. This is being hoisted with two
talk with F. L. McSpadden, 303
Heaven Sex nnd Marriage in Heav
"Have you had an open winter in en Work in Heaven Thre Three
South Broadway.
que, N. M. Office, First National
balers, with a capacity of l.ooo gal
your part f the state?"
long per minute.
Bank building.
Heavens and How Related Eternal FOR SALE A good general merchan"Yes. ami that's about the only Progress In Heaven Consociation ot
The tenth level pumps, which raise
dise and grocery business, with meat
E. W. Dobson.
tiling the lid hasn't been put on."
'
.
Angela With Men.
over 1,500,01m gallons in tweuty-foATTORNEY-AT-LAWmarket included, and buildings for
Office Crcm
300
running
M.
twelve
Dragoie,
for
Inquire,
rent.
liours, have been
Address,
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
men
Nearly
the
all
Oil
Standard
being
PRESS,
im
attention,
Broadway.
it
North
liours without
THE NUNC LICET
eluded service. Hut Nick and
ARCHITECTS.
uoBsible for the men to reach th have
42 West Coulter Street,
FOR SALE Hotel, European plan;
Alice
didn't.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
nit
gas.
Unless
Philadelphia. Pa.
Htatlon, owing to the
20 rooms, newly furnished In new
building
building; best location In city; a ford, rooms 46 47. BarnetL'phones.
ctation can bo reached within the next
THE READY LETTER WRITER.
Both
proposition. Reason "Albuquerque. N.
few hours and the pumps oiled and
tine business
CARDS
A letter from a life insurance
t
PROFESSIONAL
NOTARY PUBLIC.
for selling, poor health. Address,
iven the attention needed, it is feared
to a policyholder:
F. J thisjofflce.
they will stop working, which would Honored Sir:
BEAUTY CULTURE.
K. D. Maddison,
Thos.
Hooding
make imminent the danger of
am in receipt of jour letter in
FOR SALEiiOtT wtlf buy" equity "in Office with W. B. Childers, 117 West
MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
the mine.
residence on the best
which you tell me a number of reports
Gold avenue.
Another baler is ill readiness to be atloat about our company. I.et me
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
street in the city; will rent for $45
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
Late of New York city. The latest
used in the event of the stoppage ol thank you very much f r your kind
month; owner leaving town. F. L
and up to date
McSpadden, 303 South Broadway.
the pumps.
ness in coiniimnicat ing with me, In scientific appliance
A. L. Mora an.
hair, face FOR SALE A
double-bastead of placing tile matter before methods fo- treating the
INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
THE
aad
steaming
N. J. SANCHEZ IS
Complexion
scalp.
tnd
V.
shatgun;
I.awsnn or. some attorue)
Thomas
bran new TOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
reled.
shampooVISITING TELLURIDE. to
bring mil against us. You huc bleaching; manicuring and
never has been used; one of th cheerful! v furnished: lob worK solic
watei
N. J. Sanchez, of Albuquerque, X. shown yourself
automatic
ing.
Electrolytic
a man of far
best makes. Call at The Citizen of ited. Automatic phone, 724; shop at
avenue.
31., who has been visiting his aunt, more intelligence to be
til3 West Gold
flee for particulars.
than the blockheads massage,
street, Albuquer
911 North Second
Mm. Mary Munger, in this city for a who have been causing
phone
279.
Auto
y
us so much
FOR SALE
nriek building, que, N. M.
.
month past, departed for Chicago this trouble,
and I think jvu are entitled
sixteen rooms; hot water heat, hot
morning where ne will finish his busi-ua- to
CIVIL ENGINEER.
PHYSICIANS.
onnpauy.
gas
lull
explanation.
water;
a
This
and
electric
and
cold
praceducation and gain some
you know, bus always been a poor
lights In each room; lot 75x142 feet:
J. R. Farwell,
tical knowledge of business lite in a as
A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
and stands as the pro
close in; tho lest rooming ami Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Room 23, N. T. Armljo Building.
great city through association with man's company,
Hoping mis exof his familyboarding house location in the city;
Room 25. Whiting buildipg. over
a relative there, says tho Telluride, lector
LAND MATTERS.
planation Is sal is.'actory, I have the
house nicely furnished; price and
Colo., Kxainlner. Mr. Sanchez comes honor to lie,
Vann's drug store. Automatic
yours truly,
Address, H. C,
terms reasonable.
telephone, 410.
from one of the largest and most
S. Otero,
W.
H.
GEI.DER HOOKER.
care of Citizen.
Commissioner,
Xew
in
highly respected families
"DR. R."L. MUST.
same president i.i 703United States Court
Will attend FOR SALE OR TRADE I Are you inavenue.
Mexico, a family that has been prom- tlx-A- litter from the
Silver
West
e
company's
mines?
some
have
the
of
tlnaiK
In
ciiairiuan
terested
N. T. Armljo Bldej.
to matters before the land office.
Office.
inent In the affairs of the territory for
said to be good deals. Talk with
treated with
Tuberculosis
nearly a century, aud he is a typical committee:
me. T. L. McSpadden. 300 S. Broad
Hill:
UNDERTAKER.
Electrical Current and Gerrepresentative of the present native Dearhave
way.
my
on a pilvate yacht
given each day
looking,
Young,
good
xeoeration.
Colo. Red 115- - FOR SALE OR TKAuii 2 rooming micide. Treatments
hone 316.
folks can spend the Auto
8 a. m. to 4 p- m. Trained nurse
from
highly educated, a perfect master of wish to buy so the in
A. BORDERS,
the West tndles
rest of the winter
houses. T. L. McSpadden, ::00 South in attendance. Both phones.
the KJigllsh language, full of energy, and
City Undertaker.
I wiiili you would introduce a resBroadway.
"DRS. W. H. & J. D. NUSBAUM.
with 'nigh aims and ambitions, which olution raising
,
Club Building, Black FOR SALE A
my salary from $150,-oo- Commercial
is characteristic of the younger
$5.
hearse,
white
and
$2011,00(1.
omit
eulo
to
the
Please
Physicians and Surgeons, Jew-olr- y
brick dwelling in the Highlands;
in New Mexico. He gives the gistic
"inv aide services.'
about
lot
celbath,
electric
lights,
over Hlckox Ai Maynard s
Office
In;
close
New
Mexico
say
SHADRACH,
who
that
lie to those
DR. W. G.
many years
"my
f faithful work."
A bargain
Store. Second streot.
lar,
if
at
taken
bant.
her
of
because
statehood
is not fit for
if defired.
"my making the company the strong Practice limited to Eye
terms
Note
once.
Easy
Ear,
ASSAY ERS.
opulation.
t
native
est in the world," etc. It's nobody's
Box 21 S.
and Throat.
I
don't see any reason Occulist and Aurlst for Santa Fe coas
CORBET & COLLINS,
The commission of notary Just tiled business, and
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
United
Railroad
Civil and Mining Engineers,
lines.
Office, 31314 West
in urobate court by Richard E. Wont ton to explain.
TO'eXCHANGEI huve'some ranches
Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
wish you would take $1,imio,uou avenue.
States
lieara the distinction of being the
0
property. T. L.
ASSAYERS.
rst to lie signed by Governor Hager out of ihe reserve fund and buy thej Hour: 9 to 12 a. ui. and 1 30 to 5 to trade lor citySouth
Broadway.
McSpadden, 300
control of the HutkhMu Rapid Transit p. in.
East side ot Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
juan- -

MOST

rvlontesuma Ttmt Co.
Capital and Surplus

LOST.
LOST Red leather purse, containing
$10 yesterday.
Return to this office

d

4-

--

MeSPADDEN The exchange man.
See him for business exchanges.
300 South Broadway.
1L EXCHANGE I have property in
Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
Albuquerque property.
Talk wttn
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Broadway.

WANTED

FEBRUARY 22, 1906.

DANK INSTITUTIONS
h 4 r
th
rX
ALBUQUERQUE,

Citizen Want Ads Furnish you
with names And addresses
who are
of people
to Your Prosperity"
'Neccessary

WANTED Roomers and boarders in
private family; two blocks east of
Santa Fe hospital. 815 South Ddith

surprised if the matter didn't
go over this congress.
Well, the Indians are not taking
stock In the matter anyway. They
had been promised independent statehood whenever they felt that they
were ready for it, and although they
showed by a vote of CB, 000 that they
were ready and wanted it, they have
been practically denied it. Wliy? On
account of politics, nothing more or
nothing less. They have given the
United States less trouble and have
done more to uphold the start and
stripes, perhaps, than any other tribe
of Indians in the world. They assisted Jackson at the battle of the Horseshoe against the Creeks. They rendered assistance In the war of 1812,
they have burnished several residents
to the Union cause In the war f the
rebellion, they furnished a part of the
R3tigh Riders In the Spanish-Americawar. It was a Cherokee boy, Tom
Isabel, who fired the first shot on the
American side in the Santiago campaign and continued firing until shot

l'

ZJfya

WANTED.

n

AN

,
who vhouid be working Tor you?
wh? would gladly lend you money?
vrha nouM like to buy your horse?
who would buy an interest in your business?
who would buy that lot of ground?
who would buy your old bicycle?

STATEHOOD.

Tn Evkwwo Cmrm will b cMiwrd hi thr
My at tha low rat of 20 will dot weak, or lor 60 at, all
nhm

of the man
of the man
of the man
of the man
of the man
of the roan

It begins to look a little gl.iomy for
the Rtatchood bill, and we wouldn't be

100

THURSDAY.

DO YOU WANT THE,
NAME AND ADDRESS
'"'l?

Hortlwrd Arirnnt CircutitlM.

Of SUBSCRIPTION!

awnta par month,

CITIZEN

ALHUQUEHQDE EVENING

PAGE TWO.

FRANK McKKH
R. A. FROST
Ha W atUsVvX WOllIXo

.,.
.MVM..V.

CuMr

AxMteUt Cftflfctar

taB Ml

V.

. DBPOSTTOKT.

AtrfXxtaod Capital
Paid Up Cpkal, Surplus and Profits
Depository lor Atchison, Topeka

Santa Fe Railway

Ooranr

ru

O. N. MARRON,

President.

J.

pre-ferre- d.

I

--

B.

HERNDON, Cashier.

The State National Bank

Ml

r

re-ent-

o! Albuquerque, New Mexico
...

Capital
Surplus and Undivided Profits

$100,000.00
15,000.00

The State National bank solicits a share f your business, upon
the basis of sound, progressive' banking, liberal and accurate treat- went.

0
J

v

Correspondence or a personal Interview solicited.

ocxxrococccco oo cxoooooooooocx
OtOO4OOtOCOiOtOtO0C3t
ESTABLISHED
"OLD RBLIABLE"
L. B.

1

--

PUTNEY

Flour, Grain and Provisions
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At Consistent Prices
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NEXT TO BANK OF COMMERCE
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.1. C. BALDRIDGE
NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
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COLONISTS AND
APACHES WAR

A

Battle Being
Waged.

ATTORNEY

MEDLER

United Stales Attorney
B. L. Medler left last night for Alamo-Kurwhere ho goes to represent the
government's charges, the Mesealero
Apache Indians. In the now famous
Tularosa water right, case, In which
he taking of testimony will be resumed tomorrow morning. This case
has now become one of territorial
Inasmuch as a feud, extending over a period of ten years, has
resulted from the litigation, in which
at least eight persons have lost their
iives.
Origin of Trouble.
In reality, the trouble
over the
Tularosu water rights extends us far
back as the year 1858. In this year
a number of the .Mexican Inhabitants
of the Rio Grande, valley attempted to
settle on the fertile and easily irrigable lands in and around the town-sitof Tularosa, but were driven oft
by the Indians. In 18G0 they returned
again, and this time succeeded in appropriating some of the water from
the Tularosa river for irrigation purposes. In 1862 the townslte or Tularosa was platted by government surveyors, ditches built and water concentrated from a number of streams
that flowed westward from the mountains.
Beginning of the Feud.
It was during the Apache Indian
troubles that the beginning or trie
present water feud had Its Inception.
An Indian agency was established by
ihe government, and" a farm laid out
for them near the headwater of the
Hi) Tularcsa, and water from the
lie-- d waters was taken to Irrigate
the
fai n. Settlers who had earlier water
xi.:ts, objected to this, but In vain.
Ot..or settlers located along the can-yohad helped dimtnlsh the supply.
Protests against these settlers were
also In vain. Farming at the Indian
agency, which had been small at first,
now began to assume large pniortions
in spite of repeated protests. The original colonists who had settled there
In 1860, soon began to find their
water supply reduced to almost nothing. Seeing ruin before litem If they
did not succeed In getting more water
these settlers made up a party and
went Into the foot hills, demanding
of the squatters that they cease diverting the water from Its natural
route. Their answer was a volley
from Winchesters, and the little party
of original
settlers from Tularosa
returned to that place minus four ot
Ihelr number, who had been left
dead. This was the beginning
of the feud.
Appeal to Courts.
Matters went on in this manner for
fcome time, an occasional
life being
snuffed out as a result of the fend,
until the settlers of the valley,
grown desperate,
to the
resorted
courts. Those feeling themselves aggrieved secured an injunction against
the further use of the waters of the
Rio Tularcsa by the Indians. This was
over a year ago. The injunction was
dissolved last summer. The government expects to prove that Its charges,
the Indians, are entitled to the water
through a continued residence near
the neadwaters, for the past ten years.
The Tularosa colonists, who are some
miles below the headwaters, expect to
prove that they have been there since
18t;n, and are therefore the ones entitled to the use of the water through
previous rights.
Speaking of the matter, a, Tularosa
resident, who was in the city yesterday, mailt? the following pertinent re
marks:
A Citizen's View.
"Hundreds of acres of fertile land
In the Tularosa valley, which heretofore has produced four crops of
or five tons per annum, us an
average yield. Is being rendered
by the dearth if water just
when it is needed most, but the Inon
dians, pets of the government,
the headwaters, are getting all the
water they want, and more too. The
following fact will illustrate the injustice of the government. In the main
street of Tularosa stands a brand new
gigantic traction engine, of the very
latest model, hitched to a brand new
red threshing machine, the latest in
the way of thresher inventions. It Is
a present from the United States government t3 the Indians. The Tularosa
settlers, citizens of the United States
and tax layers all, living under the
supposed protection of the government
n land to which they have a legal
title, and with water rights dating forty-five
years back, have never been
able to own. Individually or collectively, such a piece of machinery as
this, and it is producing much anarchistic thoughts against the government. Over in Old Mexico they use
a red cloth to provoke the bulls in
a bull fight. Here the government employs the ame color on a threshing
machine, and the fight is on In dead
earnest.
A Desperate Fight.
"We are hanging on desperately,
for it means the death-knel- l
to agri-- i
allure in that portion of New Mexico
i!' we are denied our rights, for the
inly o;hr r;eans of irrigation would
be a large and expensive system ot
wells, which would take years to in
.stall, and loads of money."
,
Hon. A. II. Fall and Attorney
of I.as Cruets, are representing
the people, with Assistant t'nitcd
States Attorney Medler of this city,
arrayed asainst them on the side of
the government, all in a desperate
light. The oiitc me of the suit is
U'ing awaited eargerly, and still, with
apprehension, by large numbers ot
;he inhabitants of the northern part
f Otero county, fur it means almo.-- t
life or death t the many who have
depended on the waters of the Tula
rosa river th m- many years for Irrigation purposes. The ease, when
an important
will eMaMish
precedent, that will in the future, be
"he means, n - doubt, of averting other
feuds over like questions.
e
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unsold.
These Lots face on Sixth Street and are
beauties. Price for the two only $325.
$20 down, balance $10 per month.
Call today or you ma be too late.
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Only two Lots at original plat prices remain

$100 to $150 per Lot. $10 Down, $4 per
Month. Call Early to get First Choice.
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Office Surety investment Co.
D. K. B. SELLERS, Agent.

SELLERS, Agent.
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Accidenis
Will Happen

&

Scalds

Dealers Price2JfJCffl.0C
Dr. Earl S. Sloan
DostonMss.U.S.A.

At All

GOODBYE

The sweetest sadness in life is to
say goodbye, but there will be peculiarly deep poignance in the pleasure
our theater goers will have in seeing
Modjeka act for the last timet. This
great artiste will stop here on Saturday night, in the midst of .her farewell tour. No actress Is more greatly
beloved, both for her art and her personal character,
and the
people
throughout the land, whom she has
visited year after year, giving them
elevating and satisfying
entertainment, are in great sorrow that she is
to come to them no more. For that
they will gather all the enjoyment possible out of her final
and elo honor to their friend
nnd one of the world's greatest actresses, they are making the performance take he form ef a warm
'testimonial of esteem.

ForSprairisBniises
SoreMuscIes,Cuis

wrong, but I do not believe so. and I
you .that I expect the woeil mar-ke- n
to go out of sight within the
coming season. Lots of sheep have
gone out of New Mexico this year,
nnd while the clip will be large, the
conditions which made for
high
prices last year are even more pronounced at the present time. In my
opinion, the top price now said to be
paying for Arizona wool will be a
common figure in New Mexico this
year."

tell

AND SHE HAS PROMISED TO BE
AT HER BEST HERE SATURDAY
NIGHT.

Use

Burns

WILL BE
MODJESKA'S

'

Healing Gospel.
The Rev. J. C. Warren, pastor of
Sharon Haptlst Cchurch, Delair, da.,
says of Electric Bitters: "It's a Godsend to mankind. It cured me of a
lame back, stiff joints, and complete
physical collapse. I was so weak it
took me half an hour to walk a mile.
Two bottles of Electric Bitters have
made me eo strong I have Just walked
thrco miles in go minutes and feel
like walking three more. It's made a
new man of me." Greatest remedy
for weakness and all Stomach, Liver
Sold under
and Kidney complaints.
guarantee at all druggists. Price 50c
A

the Cause of Many; FAST CREW OF ARIZONA
Serious Diseases.
SHEEP SHEARERS.
Physicians who have gained a naA correspondent of the Phoenix Retional reputations as analysts of the publican says: Peoria's crew of hand
cause of various diseases, claim that shLep shearers is one of the fastest
if catching cold could be avoided a crows in the west.
It is with Inlong list of dangerous ailments would tense interest
that visitors from
never be heard of. Every one knows Glendale and Phoenix watch the fastthat pneumonia and consumption orig- est of these experts work. Many of
inate from a cold, and chronic ca- the men made a record for five days
tarrh, bronchitis, and all throat and last week of over 200 head daily, and
lung troubles arc aggravated and rend did very smoeth work. Last Friday,
ereil more serious by each fresh at- Mr. Batehilor, Kid Gould and Spider
A
tack. Do not risk your life or tils'? Kelly sheared 290 sheep each.
chances when you have a cold. man named Moreland, who holds the
Chamberlain's Cough llemerty will championship of the United State's, is
cure it before these diseases develop the only one man who holds a lietter
than these men. There are
This remedy contains no opium, mor record
phiue or other harmful drug and has mnny other fast monx in the crew,
in all. Last
thirty years of reputation back of it, which numbers twenty-siover
Friday the full crew sheared
crir.ed by its cures uti.le,- - every contll 4.100
sheep, and got through at 3:50
tion. For 3.t.- - by a i druggists.
o'cleick. This whs an average of over
200 head to the man.
ARIZONA AND NEW MEXICO
WOOL GOING HIGHER.
A Habit to Be Encouraged.
A prominent Prescott, wool grower
The mother who h:is acquired the
was shown a dispatch from Phoenix,
the other day, calling attention to the habit of keeping on hand a bottle of
fact that the record rico for Arizona Chamberlain's Coujji Remedy, saves
wool had been broken, some lots herself a great amount of uneasiness
selling for 22 cents and the sale's and anxiety. Coughs, colds and croup,
to which children are susceptible, are
bringing an average of 20 cents.
"I do not think there is anything are quickly cured by its use. It counremarkable in the Arizona sales," teracts any tendency of a cold to resaid the dealer, to the Prescott Jour- sult In pneumonia, and if given as
nal, "If the wool Is ef fair quality. soon as the first symptoms of croup
All of last season in New Mexico we appear, it will prevent the attack
were getting an average price of 22 This remedy contains nothing Injuricents for fair grades, and the better ous and mothers give it to little ones
lots often brought 22 cents and more. with a feeling cf perfect security
I may have the situation
sized up r or sale by all druggists.
Common Colds Are

HISTORICAL AND POLITICAL
BILL" WRITES ENTERTAININGLY OF SOME HISTORAND POLITICAL FACTS
ICAL

UNCLE

ABOUT NEW
MEXICANS.

MEXICO AND NEW

From Carlsbad Argus:
Looking back over a lot of election
figures recently, I was impressed
with the remarkable growth of the

party

in New Mexico,

be-

ginning with the first year tf Governor Otero's official life, and I hope
tliostt, who have found so much happiness In dejcrylng his late administration and its ruin of the party (?)
will read the following data:
Otero took the governors office in
1S97.
At

the previous year's election Mr.
beat Mr. Catron, whilom
war horse of the G. O. P., almost
2,1100 votes.
In 1898, Pedro Perea beat Mr.
by 2,100, a gain of 4,000
votes In two years.
In lfloo Hodey walked off with Mr.
I.arazola by a goenl 4,000 majority.
In U)o2 Itodey cleaned up Mr.
by 10,000 majority, and in 1904
with a three cornered fight, Mr. Andrews had 5,100 votes the best of Mr.
Money, while Itodey got 3.400, every
single one of which came from Mr.
Andrews.
FergusBon

Fer-guss-

Fer-gnss-

A Few Political Curios.
There's a world of Interesting matter to a citizen of New Mexico in
the little blue book published last
year by Secretary
Raynold's office,
and one can not open It at n single
page without finding something of interest to recall past events.
For instance:
How many people
will recall the campaign of IK'.tH,
when W. E. Harao, then of Santa Fe
county, now ef Albuquerque, ran us an
independent democratic candidate for
congress, and polled exactly titi votes
in the entire territory? Or, again,
Prince ran
that in 1884
for congress against Antonio Joseph,
and lost out by 2.100 votes.
How many of us remember that in
October 7. 1!)U0, we voted on the adoption of a state constitution that a
convention framed the year before,
and out ef 23,73 votes east there
was a clean majority against it of

Vlll,BBnBraB"HIBB1"'M

The vote called out is also quite
interesting in view of the possibility
of such an election being held in the
near future, for, while tills ecelction
only called out 23,imm votes, the general election, held exactly a month
later, brought out 32.000 votes, which
in a way proves the oft asserted belief that on a question of statehood
tile full vote ef the territory will not
l.e brought out unless held at a regular general election.
It is interestoing
to note that at
:his open election, what are called the
native counties. Sun Miguel, Bernalillo. Mora, Santa Fe and Taos, gave
hearty majorities, more than
against.
the constitution,
while but two counties In the entire
territory gave a majority in favor of
'.he constitution Grunt and Valencia.
three-fourth-
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PROPOSALS FOR BARN. DepartDON'T DOSE THE STOMACH.
ment of the Interior. Office of Indian
HE OF WISc IDEAS Affairs. Washington, D. C, February Cure Catarrh by Breathing
Hyomei
, iyub.
Sold Under Guarantee by J. H.
Sealed proposals, endorsed
O'Rielly 4. Co.
AND THE PEOPLE OF ALBUQUER- "Proposals for Barn, Zuni School, New
QUE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW Mexico, and addressed to the Com
Hyomei Is not a cnre-all- ;
It is a
mlssloner of Indian Affairs. Wash
ALL ABOUT HIM.
Ington. D. C, will be received at the specific for the cure of catarrhal trouThe following article, clipped from Indian office until 2 o'clock p. in., bles. Breathed through the neat pockthe Moliave County, Arizona, Miner, March 20, 1906. for furnishing and de- et inhaler that comes with every outwill be interesting reading, and at the livering the materials and labor nec fit, the aromatic healing of Hyomei
?ame time, VERY NEW to the people
consiruct and complete a penetrates to the most remote port
WHO IS E. P. THOMPSON

tary

of Albuquerque, principally because stone barn at the Zuni Indian school
of the fact that a man a total stran- New Mexico. In strict accordance with
ger to the printing offices of this city, pians and specifications nnd Instrucand probably not known to a dozen tions to bidders, which mav ho exam.
people here, if any. has given some ined at this office, the offices of The
of his manufactured reasons why cer- Citizen, Albuquerque, N. M.; Improve
tain sections of this territory oppose ment uutietin,
Minneapolis, Minn.;
Joint statehood.
the article; it American Contractor, Chicago, III.;
is a Juicy expression of a man who
News, Chicago, III
instruction
does not know what he is talking nuiiuers & '.Traders' Exchanges
at
about:
st. Paul, Minn., Minneapolis, Minn.;
"E. P. Thompson, a traveling man, Milwaukee, Wis., and Omaha. Neb.:
whose residence is in Albuquerque, the Northwestern Manufacturers' As
was In Kingman a few days this week. sociation, St. Paul, Minn.; the U. S.
In speaking of the sentiment of New Indian
Warehouses at 119 Wooster
Mexicans vn statehood, Mr. Thompson street, New York City, 203 South
said that the sentiment of that terri- Canal street, Chicago, 111., 602 South
tory was misrepresented; that only Seventh street, St. Louis, Mo., 815
a majority of the people- living in and Howard street. Omaha. Neb., and 23
around Albuquerque were In favor ot Washington street, San Francisco,
jointure with Arizona, and tnat In Cal., and at the school. For further
nearly all the other counties the peo- Information, apply to Douglas B.
ple would vote largely against the Graham, superintendent,
Zuni, New
measure. Albuquerque wanted the Mexico. C. F. Larrabee, Acting
capital of the new states and was willing to wait the time when a vote
could be taken on it. Santa Fe and all
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
the southeastern and eastern counties
(Homestead Entrv No. 604S
were opposed to consolidation. Politicians had worked up the Albuquer Department of the Interior, Land Of- nce at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Jan
queans to such a pitch that they beuary 80, 190$.
lieved their only salvation was in the
Notice is hereby given that ttie 1 imerging of Arizona with New Mexico,
and that when this was accomplished 'wlng named settler hag filed notice
Albuquerque would be the whole!0' nls intention to make final proof In
support of bis claim, and that aaid
cheese In the rarebit."
proof will be made before the probate
cterit at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on
COMING EVENTS
jviarcn , lauu, viz.:
Manuel Chaves y Turrleta, of Ber
February 24 Mrae. Modjeska.
nalillo county, New Mexico, for the
lot 4, and the southeast quarter of the
February 26 White Feather.
March 9 Kerry from Gerry.
southwest quarter of section 19, town- 24 Ellery's
March
Royal Italian Hinp a norm, range 3 east.
band.
He names the following witnesses
March 31 Charles Hanford Com- to prove his continuous residence
upon and cultivation of said land, viz.:
pany in Shakspearlan Plays.
Gregorlo Apodaca y Candelarla, of
Albuquerque, New Mexico; Francisco
Itching Piles.
If you are acquainted with anyone Orlego, of Albuquerque, New Mexico;
who is troubled with this distressing Manuel Antonio Pena,
of Pajarlto,
ailment, you can do him no greater New Mexico; Ramon Lopez, of Albu
favor than to tell him to try Cham- querque. New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
berlain's Salve. It gives Instant relief
Register.
This salve also cures sore nipples
o
tetter nnd salt rheum. Price 25 cents
For sale by all druggists.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Homestead Entrv No. 8087.)
Try a Citizen want ad.
Department of tho Interior, I.nnd Of
flee at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Jan
uary 30, 1900.
Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof In
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before tho probate
clork at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on
March C, 19U6, viz.:
John A. Sweeney, of Bernalillo
county New Mexico, for the lots 1, 6
and 7, of section 1, township 8 north,
range 2 east.
Ho names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon and cultivation of said land, viz.:
James R. Bingham, John W. Harnett, Manuel Iopez and Ell A. Can-treiall of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
Re-a- d
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VETERAN FARNSWORTH
RETURNS TO HOME.
U. K. Farnsworth,
after a week's
visit
in Williams, Ariz., departed
again, Tuesday, for l.os Angeles, or
rather, the Soldiers' Home, where he
will again resume treatment for Ihe
canci r on bis chin, says the News.
He Mated that Just twenty-fivyears
iigo. Tuesday, he had first gone to
California from Dallas, Tex., and bud
.considerable good luck. He trusted
that that
tho anniversary would
prejudice the fates in his favor, and
thai he wemld enjoy a speedy recovery. Later Mr. Farnsworth expects
The Yellow Fever Germ
discovered. It to make his proposed trip into the
lias recentl)
been
bears a c'.oso resemblance to the ma- northwest.
laria germ. To free the system from
Rev. A. P. Morrison, the well known
germs, the most effective
remedy is Dr. King's New Life Pills. superintendent of English missions ot
tJuara.ateed to cure all diseases duo to the Methodist church, Is due at Santa
malaria poison and consUiwttton. 25c Fe one. day next week on a tour of
I all druggists.
iniec-iou-
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FOK INDIANS

Assistant

dis-eas-
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20 Lots, 50x142 Feet, Each in
Block Q. R. K. and L.
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GRAND CLEAM UP SAILE.

A

OvcrWatcrRightsofTuIarosa.
Legal

A

PACK THRCK.

as with joyous hearts and smiling faces they romp and play w hen ia health
and how conducive to health the games in which they indulge, the outdoor
life they enjoy, the cleanly, regular habits they should be taught to form and
the wholesome diet of which they should partake. How tenderly their health
should be preserved, not by constant medication, but by careful avoidance of
every medicine of an injurious or objectionable nature and if at any time a
remedial agent is required, to assist nature, only those of known excellence
should be used; remedies which are pure and wholesome and truly beneficial
in effect, like the pleasant laxative remedy, Syrup of Fi"s manufactured by
the California Fig Syrup Co. Syrup of Figs has come into general favor in
many millions of well informed families, whose estimate of" its quality and
excellence is based upon personal know ledge and use.
Syrup of Figs has also met with the approval of physicians generally, because they know it is wholesome, simple and gentle in its action. We inform
all reputable physicians as to the medicinal principles of Syrup of Figs, obtained,
by an original method, from certain plants known to them to act most beneficially and presented iil an agreeable syrup in which the wholesome Califurnian
' blue ligs are used to promote the pleasant taste; therefore ii is nut a secret remedy and hence we are free to refer to all well informed physicians, who do not
approve of patent medicines and never favor indiscriminate
Please to remember and teach your children also that the genuine Syrup
of Figs always has the full name of the Company
California Fig Svrup Co.
plainly printed on the front of every package and that it is for sale in
bottles of one size only. If any dealer offers any other than the regular Fifty
.
...
inc; name
uui.
any Oilier C0;n.uiiv,
"'o r "-accept it. If you fail to get the genuine you willui not get its beneficial effects.
Every family should always have a bottle on hand, as it is equally beneficial
una
iui uk jun-uimuuren, wnenever a laxative remedy is required
self-mediiti-
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at her parlors, No.
West Railroad avenue, is prepared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
fclve-massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
eif complexion
cream builds up the
skin and Improves the complexion,
and is guaranteed not to be Injurious. She also prepares a hair tonic
that cures and prevents dandruff and
hair falling out; restores life to dead
hair; removes moles, warts and superfluous hair. Also a face powder, a
cure and pimple cure and pile
cure. At; or tnese preparations
are
purely vegetable compounds. Have
Just added a vibrator machine for
treatment of sculp, faces and cure of
wrinkles. It is also used far rheumatism, pains and massage.
Mrs. Bambini,

--
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The Be Physic.
When you want a physic that it mild
in effect, take Chamberlain's Stomach
and I.lver Tablets. Price 25 cents.
Every box warranted. Get a freo sam-angentle, easy to take ami pleasant
pie at any drug store and try them.
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Free Trial.

Cure ljr Mi
THHOAT arel LUI.'O TROUB-Li.- a,
or KONZT. HACK.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 686.)
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M--

January

irn.

r.

N. M.

Any person who desirm
against the allowance of fin M KMAf
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
or the interior department why
sue
proof should not be
will be
given an opportunity allowed,
t th
mentioned time and nine t
amine the witnesses of said claimant,
and offer evidence in rebuttal of
that
submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 698.)
Department of the Interior, United
Mates land office, Santa Fe, N U
January 29, 1906.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed nr
tice of his Intention to make final
proof ln support of his claim under
16 and 17 of the
of March
Sin?8
1891, (26 Stats.. 834). as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Mats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before the United States
court commissioner at Albuquerque,
N. M., on March 9, 1906, viz.:
Plncido Salazar y Otero, for the S
H. C. No. 698. for lot 1, sections 25
and 2C; lots 3 and 4, sections 23, 24
25 and 2(i; lot 2, section 25,
township
7 north, range 2 east.
s
name-He
the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey
ot
me lownsoip, viz.:
Jesus Garcia, of Valencia, N. M
Meliton S. Otero, of Peralta, N
M. Gonzales, of Albuquerque.
V M.; Juan Sanchez y Apodaca of
Peralta, N. M.
Any person who deslreg to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior department why such proof
should not be allowed, will be given
an opportunity at the above mentioned time and place to
e
the witnesses of said claimant, and to
offer evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
Subscribe for The t'iti.eu and get
tho news.
cross-examin-

'

I

24, 1S06.

Notice Is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of her claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of Marcfe
3. 1891. (26 Stats.. 854). as amended
by the act of February 21, 189S, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof win
be made before the United State
court commissioner at Albuquerqurf.
N. M., on March 10, 1906, Tls.:
Beatrix Mova. da Rerinin
Jesus Sedlllo, deceased, for the S. H.
C. No. 686, in lot 1, see. 36, T. 7 N
K. 2 E., and sec. 31, T. 7 N., R. 3 KL
and lot 2. boc. 36, T. 7. N., R. 2 E.
She names the following -to prove her actual, continuous, ad- possession or said
for
twenty years next preceding tract
the survey of the township, viz.:
EsteBan Rael, of Valencia, N. M :
Bernardino Sedlllo, of El Cerro. N. M.:
Estanlslao Otero, of EI Cerro, N If
Amada Otero de Sedlllo. of wi

;

,,iT"

i

or the nose, throat and lungs, heani.
all inflammation and killing: the
catarrhal germ wherever present.
So successful has Hyomei been In
the cure of catarrh that J. H. O'Rielly
& Co. sell It under a guarantee
that
it will cost nothing unless it gives
satisfaction.
The complete Hyomei
outfit sells for $1. and consists of an
Inhaler that can be carried in the rest
pocket, a medicine dropper and a bottle of Hyomei. The Inhaler lasts a
lifetime, and if more Hyomei Is needed, extra bottles can be obtained for
fifty cents.
,
It is the most economical of all
remedies advertised for the cure of
catarrh, and is the only one that
treats the disease without stomach,
dosing, applying the medication and
healing where the disease germs are
present.

e"

4
'

WILLING HELPERS.
Whafg tV use of a helper, if
he Isn't wiriing? Willingness is e
an ample mantle- - w"Tiich will al- - V
most cover all the sins of serv- ice. But a classified advertise- ment ln The Evening Citizen is a
willing helper that U not only
absolutely competent, but also is
a willing worker. It works ail a'
the time for you. It It the best
and most economical publicity in
the itorld.
)f

MI.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

W. T. McCREIGHT

W. 8. STRICKLER

Ufte
Th
Aho meat

Globe-Democr-

at

Case
Garfield
thinks hut by H'omlnr;
t

Commissioner Garfield lot t tit- - raver
the ;.ub!ic and that ! now coming nro.-.- I to the kIiIo
of ihe people, bo ha.1 forfeited the favor of the packers;
and the paper adds that the commissioner will have to
fall back upon the old plan of carrying water on both
shoulders.
The Citizen begs to dissent. It Is doubt Till If Garfield over recovers from the humiliation he brought upon
I
the countty and the ruin he brought down upon himself.
compacking
Igntion
of
the
Invest
"When his report of the
panies, with which no had been charged, was made
public, t..e leeling of the whole country was that of contempt for the man who showed himself so "cany" in the
tauute of tbe packers; but there was also a feeling of
pity that he should have proved to be the son of his
father only In name.
Dut the recent revelations that a man in high government position, in exercise or an official duty, could
be bo subservient to the alleged criminals he was appointed to Investigate and so recreant to his duty to the
people, as to submit hla official report for the approval
of those investigated before making it to the public
these revelations have provoked a feeling of humiliation
mcoompanied by a righteous indignation, so intense that
Commissioner Garfield can never regain public esteem
even by trying to carry water on loth shoulders.
What he should have done, from the beginning, was
to stand by those who employed him and to whom his
duty was due the people. However, the position wai
too great for his ability, the responsibility too high for
Ma appreciation; and the beet that can happen for him
and for hla country la to allow him to fall back Into forgotten obscurity.

W.

trust,

Appeal to Country
B. Chandler, former secretary of the navy, and
a life-

Hranelseo,
22.
Science
at lust discov-t- i
cure for the
bite of the deadly
cobra, the most
of all snakes.
Idy Iawhoii, a
Eng-lib- li
distinguished
woman, and a
Journal Is of note,
Ran

-- -3

n

to raver

a respected leader among republicans for nearly

i
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.Mrs W. W. McCloiian, of 12' Norm
at
Fourth street, is entertaining
euchre this alternoon.
O
The Prcshytt rlnr. prayer meeting
will lie held tonluht at the residence
of Miss Corrine Klce. .'It Marquette
avenue.

I AM SHOWING A FINE LINE OF

Young Men's Suits, Boys' Suits and
Children's Suits in the latest styles

There will he a meeting of Anona
Council, No. 1. tonight, at 7:30
o'clock. Initiations will be the order
of the evening.

Dr. and Mrs. A. It. Henderson will
with a Washington's
entertain
br ought to San birthday touight
party at their home, 123
Francisco, a day or South High street.
two ago, some In-resting news from
The second annual declamation conIndia, where she has test of the University of New Mexico,
traveling
for at Elks' hall, Tuesday evening. Februbeen
the past three years. ary 27, at HMTi o'clock.
"An anti toxin as
Mrs. R. L. Hust, wife of Dr. Hust.
a sure cure for the entertained the ladles' Aid society of
cobra's bite, and a the Presbyterian rhurch at her home
vaccine for the prevention of thi plague which has rav- - on South Third street this afternoon.
aged lldla for so long, are two very Important recent
The Daughters of the American Rev
contributions from India to medical science,' says
olution gave a Washington tea at the
Lawson.
"The greatest Importance Is attached to these dis home of Mrs. J. B. Mayo, 1435 West
this afternoon. The
coveries on account of tho frightful death rate In that Railroad avenue
was large. The house decattendance
country caused by the plague and the bite of the cobra."
were of patriotic colors.
J.ady I .aw son visited the Parel Laboratory In Horn- - orations
bay nnd witnessed the extraction of the venom from
A special meeting of Temple Lodge,
several cobras.
No. fi, A. F. and A. M., will be held
very
This venom Is injected in
small doses into a this evening at 7:30. There will be
horse at ditferent times, covering a period of two years. work In the ,E. A, and T. C. degrees.
At the end of that time the horse is immune and could Visiting brothers are invited to at
withstand a dose of venom that would have killed him tend. By order of the W. M. J. C.
Ferger, secretary.
fifty times over In the beginning. He is then In a condiO
tion jsj be bled. The blood is alowed to clot and the
Regular sabbath services at Temple
scrum which exudes la the
When ready
tomorrow evening at 7:43
for use It is in the form of a granulated powder. Its use Albert
clock. Rabbi Kaplan will deliver a
a
cure
for the lecture on "Henrlch Heine," the lyric
has never been known to fail In effecting
cobra's bite.
poet of Germany, the fiftieth annivervaccine Is a preventive against at sary of whose death occurs this week.
The
tack. In its preparation, plague germs from tho dead Everybody welcome.
body of a victim are Introduced In flasks of sterile, chemThe regular Commercial club dance
ically digested soup, and there allowed to develop. After
a period of several weeks the bacilli and their products took place last, night at the clubs
were disaphave accumulated to a considerable degree. The con rooniB, and while some
the postponement of
tents of the flasks are then tested to insure the absence pointed owing toNations,"
which had
of
of foreign germs. The plague bacilli are then killed by tho "Dance
been so extensively advertised, all
Immersing the flasks In water of a certain temperature. managed to enjoy themselves.
Everything additional in connection with the vaccine is
The lecture tonight by Rev. Robert
sterilized and It is then bottled for use.
Thousands of natives have been inoculated and in Mclntyre In the Lead Avenue Meth
odist church for tho benefit of the
every case the result has proved satisfactory
local post of the Grand Army of the
Republic, promises to be well attended
as the advance sale of tickets has been
large. The subject of the lecture is
Sunny Side of Soldier Life."
Browsra Meira

A Rifle Given Away With Every Boy's Satt.

et

"anfl-veneno-

DUNLAP OPENING DAY FEBRUARY 17

MANDELL

M.

FINE CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
0
0

of tM Store

ofa2 PDllis

clean up stock
once yearly and open
season with new goods.
Is to

0

."

0

time, has sent out the following appeal:
0
"I appeal to lepublicans who wish their patty to be
the
the party of the peoplo and not a party owned I by
appeal
money power and on the road to ilentrtiction;
0
to democrats who seek patriotically to serve the people
attempt
(from
nd not the corporations, to resist all
0
whatever aource or by whomsoever approved or submitted) to poison the railroad rate bill by provisions of
la fc
law Invhlng subservient Judges to destroy for evil pur0
Commission
poses all the good the Interstate Commerce
can do the people by heir righteous and common sense
0
decisions giving remedial rates in the place or raiiroaa
extortion.
"If the courts now have the power to overrule the
0
bill does not
commission, the
do.
l.o
to
made
easily
might
as
it
away
them
from
take it
Hut do not grant the power if it does not exist.
"The first victory of the people over slavery t.o rail
roads la about to be achieved. Let it have its perfect
The fourth annual ball of the Al
work unnoisoned bv subtile deviltries or the lawyers em
H&tioiraajl
buquerque Lodge, No. 570, Brother
one-hacapital,
corrupting
of
$14,000,000,000
ployed by
hood of Railway Trainmen, at Elks
fictitious, all fighting to increase at its will and pleasure
tonight. The reclpts of the ball
the
XXX3CXCOOCK0XXXXXXXXXDXCKX30 hall
$2,000,000,000 of annual taxation now collected Trom
are for the benefit oT sick and disabled
iieonle for their railroad traustwitatton.
Wo are betraying to aji nlien who one day may be members of the lodge. The lunch will
"iv nr. heln tn nernetuate the exintlng control our foe, tho most valuable of our national secrets. Japan ho served by Zeiger's restaurant
through railroad crime on the government or the conn Is tapping, through her temporary exiles, every fount Grand march starts at 9 o'clock.
try."
from which shrewd observation iand deduction may
The banqtu t to be given tonight at
drink. It has been declared, over and over again, that
Tor
University or New Mexico
W. B. Walton was over from there is no "yellow peril." What's lu a name? Call it, the
lxrdsburg Liberal:
students, faculty and alumni will be 0
on
his
call
to
part
week,
of last
Sliver nilv the latter
brown and spell it .Japan Instead of China.
one of the most notable social events
rriomta in Ixirdsburc. Mr. Walton Informed the
held this season n the campus. The
ordinary
citizens
to
ever
that
It
Has
occurred
the
most of
liberal that in tho future he is going to devote
tables will he arranged in class form
serves
enigmatical
man
who
little
smiling
the!
brown
but
his attention to the profession of law. He was admitted so.apably as.'Wniter. etc:, here, there and everywhere, in Science hall, each clapis having a
to the liar Rome years ago, but since then has devoted iffup-'to-dat- e
army, naval and other circles-- , may be table of Its own, giving its own yells,
All resident and
Bioet of his attention to politics and ihe newspaper busi- anv other than what he appears on the surface, a mere songs and toasts.
ness. For some time he has been contemplating a more wage earner? Perhaps not, and yet tthere are few Jap visiting alumni are extended a cordial
t be present at this annual
or lesa complete withdrawal from these lines, and de- anese at present in the United States who are not In Invitation
voting his efrorts to the law. The recent sudden death some degree spies of the mikado's government. Soon Washington's birthday banquet.
Col. AshenfeUer, has thrown Into
of his father-in-laAt a small gathering of friends if
VA'wti&iV Vil' TJ
tho Japanese will know us individually and in the con
his possession a large library and a quantity or papers,
the
bethrothed fouple last night at the
as
we
world
ourselves;
the
know
crete
than
better
reso,
put.
his
good
to
time
Macpher-sonpresent,
a
thought
hpme
the
Mr.
D.
A.
Mrs.
add
of
and he
they knew Russia. "No man is a hero to his valot
tbe engagement of Miss .Mabel
lution Into effect, with the hope tlmt he might also gain found
since
Long
the
maid."
goddess
is
woman
a
no
to
her
lucrative
large
Strong
to Mr. Charles WJtlte was an
and
a portion of Col. Ashenfelter s
Jan lias seen us in our nakedness, probed our weak nounced, the wedding to take place
nesses. Not only are me Japanese imitators ami mini May 2. The groom-io-bis one oi
of depth the bookkeepers at the Rank of ComAccording to the London Tit Hits, in Holland, births, Ich hut psychologists and character students
de
Also, tbev are nntriols whose natriotism Is silent
merce and a popular young society
marriages and deaths, instead of being recorded in newsgentleman of the city. The bride-elec- t
of their blrthland.
papers, are indicated by windmills. .When a miller gets votion to the master schemes
Is the niece of Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
now
car
navy
but
States
the
United
Not a ship of
married he stops his mill with the arms of the wheel
Strong, of West Railroad avenue and
ner
quota
Japan
oi
commission,
in
His
ciuisieo.
unfurled.
ries,
when
sails
the
with
position
and
slanting
In a
one of Albuquerque's most charming
mess-rooservitors
These
ese
as
servitors.
mills.
officers'
their
with
young ladies. Guests of Mr. and Mrs.
friends and guests frequently do likewise
ac
In "token of the ceremony. To indicate a birth the w heel stewards, waiter-- and tho like have unrestrained op Macpherson last night were Miss
ship;
have
every
tho
full
part
at
of
cess to each and
Strong, Miss Erma Fergusson, Miss
is stopped with the wheels in a slanting )Ksltion, but
to estimate and gauge her strength and weak Sue Dobson. Miss Helen Rodey, Miss
a more acute angle than for a marriage, and with the portunity
com
Mr.
two upper sails unfurled. Should a miller die the sails ness of construction, armament, and personnel of of Lillian Spitz, Miss May Hazeldine,
White, Mr. Sam Pickard, Mr. E. J.
of his mill are all furled, and the wheel is turned round plement. Ilevond this, they are auditors of muchditties
Alger, .Mr. Fred Nichols, Mr. Harry
or attend to their
until the urnis form an upright cross, in which position ficial gossip as they flit about,
news Weiller, Mr. Dan O. Grant. Mr. Louis
otucial
indeed,
familiar,
with
so
the
place.
are
at
table:
taken
has
funeral
the
until
after
are
left
they
budget that they are the medium through which th Huning, Mr. Will White. Mr. W,hite Is
practically an Albuquerque product,
much
crew
at large finds out "what is going on." Every ves and today Is receiving congratulations
long
heard
We have
Lakewood Progress:
surplus
brings
Japan
with
her
about haruessing the power or Niagara, but. the newest sel returning from
from many friends.
Besides holding 0
for shilw on home stations: officers at the fast an important position at the Bank of
innovation in Lakewood is ihe harnessing of an artesian
well. The big well on the farm of J. W. Walters, a mile even paying transportation from the Pacific coast of the Commerce, he is clerk of ihe city
distant from town, will be made to do double duty. In men brought especially for them. The reason is,forsotheit school board.
addition to irrigating a large tract of land, it is being iu asserted Mint white men cannot be obtained
power water motor, which positions the Japanese take. It is an awful mistake and WASHINGTON BRIOt
fitted uu to run a
mil!
corn
of the same caliber. The one fit v recognized )y most or toe w nno men ot i ue
f
a
will
onerate
nrn
in
Ihe
NUMBER TWO
well IB a remarkably fine one. and has the second strong- service. ir the. nation is unaware of the dangt
est pressure of any well in the valley, exerting the tre "boys" of Ihe navy are not.
CLEANING
CARPET
STEAM
Throughout the service, from "receiving ship"
pounds to the square Inch.
mendous force of
1
Tho'. Clamn.r
THORNTON
torpedo boat the Japanese is there; be is educated
He la......
the X
Cleans everything.
warship
Holli
by
Bob
Hannigan
where
i.
apprenticed
Annapolis as a cadet, he Is
The kidnaping of Robert
a
Furniture Man. Moving,
man, and the keeping of the aged captive chained to a are built. Admiral Dewey found his former cabin boy
lng and shipping, unpacking and T
setting up, and is no upstart at v
tree for three days and nights, in the biting cold of the commander of a war vessel of Japan. Admiral ti
the business. There is no otn-ehigher Mogollon plateaus, and his release only when found his cabin servant drawing plans in the pantry
Just Thornton. Both 'phones.
$1,000 had been paid to the kidnaper, is an outrage equal When it is understood that every Japanese who enters
737 South Walter Street.
ed in former days only by predatory hand of marauding our naw must be able to read and write his own lang
Indiana. If New Mexico does not capture and appro uage, and that manv of them can read and write English
prialely punish the scoundrels engaged in this oulriigi that official looks, papers, charts and plan are open to
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE
mralnst the territory, then should ':io not only be denied theni. that every piece of delicate mechanism Is bare io
statehood, lut she should he made a military distric t
their scrutiny, is it not time for thought? Bluntly ami
plainly, naval men confess that, it is; that in case of
unable to govern herself.
Carries the Unltec" States mall;
only line with a change of stock en
sudden outbreak of hostilities between America an
I jib Cruces Citizen:
The Mesiila valley is rapidly Japan everv ship we hav that barliors a Japanese coul
route: good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
from the states.
(being nettled by desirable people
irrevocably ruined by a brown man proud to die in
Wednesday and Friday at 6 a. m. For
iii li.iitteuli n or toi nedo IxMit. naai
Ucarecly a week passes but what some ranch properties ,l,,i,,,. il,,. ,. ,.i
particulars, address W. L. Trimble
are sold to new comers who have been searching for academv or shim ai d. it lias been quite forgot ton that.
Co., agents, Albuquorque, N. M., or J.
i
he is always alien first
liometi. So far, tlnse who have settled here are good iiniiLe ,i;i,ei- .iiieiw i,v
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea. N. M.
aud industrious people, who have already commenced. iw.it t,,nl !,l t i.. m,.. l iiinniM,. i hero mav lie rtmei
n
Japanese-America. .in1. ,i .;in.ieese.
upeuiug up their lands and putting up handsome
bin there arc- no
Mi-- s
llildeeard McKeima. .laughter
who will help open up
course, ihe evil extends, as heretofore stated, to of Justice M( Kenna of Hi,. I'uiie l
They are the kind of
il
the country, make the valley flourish and thereby Induce ti e army. The ,, Ulcers mii.ti have servants, it is said, Slates .supreme court, and a very great
tailing
oUien to come.
whites who will faithfully perforin friend of Miss Alice Roosevelt, quickly
a'
OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
ineiii: oihees, the ,;q steps in. There are many things followed ihe president's daughter to
2l5i West Railroad Ave.
political divisions of the United be liin see and hear in our army osta quito valuable 'lipid's altar. She was married on
(r the fifty-on- e
Auto Phone, 320.
February 2. to John Leg-ge- t
States exclusive of insular possessions, and consisting io a couulry as tiinUil.ious to "go us one better." As a Wednesday,
t I'ul. of New
York,
navy
iu
Washing
e
forty-fivone
army
and
states,
district
w
and
five
It
l
ui n,
of
is in our
.ieter of cold
hile
ton.
Arbor l n U. not observed by Alaska, District of Colum-Idthai he evil would seem most alarming, when one comes
The McKenna girls are great favorNovelty WorKs
while it is not reg- io consider the it) let's, eiHikf. waiters, houseboys, office
Indian Territory und
Washington, and
ites
Hilde. Albuquerque
ularly observed by Arkansas, Kentucky ami Washington and store cleaners, ranch lauds, "schoolboys" and the gar.l, in wh.i is of he Miss
handsome,
F. S. HOPPING. Proprietor
In California it is observed by separate eouuties but not otheis who an m our nihbt n ordinary commercial and statuesque class of heautv, is especial
321 8outh Second Street
refleciton.
:
stati-iniilnlng
forty
generally. The
and three terri- serial iite; here again there is food for
ly popular.
received, large shipment of
Just
sere
tories observe it regularly and with growing approbation When the
war broke out a house
Rambler. Columbia, and
Cleveland.
vant in the employ ol one of our retired army officers HOLDING FORTH WITH
and appreciation.
Bicycles. Jlepalrlng of a
Tribune
A
call.
SHOT GUN. kinds, nefore buying giva ua
proved to he a .lupaucse army officer; another. In a
At ihe Copper Prince mine, on Rill
ihtr Dumb Animals: U was found some time sliicu neighbor's employ, was a newspaper correspondent. No Willi, mis
few
nights
a
Fork,
ago, a
PIONEER BAKERY '
hf the house committee on Military Affairs at Washing- one had Mispecte l hem. or t he 40,ooo ,Japanese In Cali-of in;m ny the name of McMahon drove
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
Mr. per cent
ton that it costs for powder and projectiles alone $ltll fornia, and lVi.oiMi in ti,,. r lilted StaU-sthe workmen from their leiits and
(Successor to Balling BroO
rifle, $:;i2 to fire one the males of aduli aue have served with the colors in was ,it last accounts lying behind a
to fire one round from an eight-incCAKES A SPECIALTY
WEDDINO
UiU
It
h
hlg
,h''
one
rifle,
$"ilit
a
country.
a
fire
from
to
from
round
adjacent hill,
boulder o"
cither the ainiy or navy of their
patronage and we guardesire
We
a
any
one
alone
shot
Mtt
twelve-luc- h
ready
who made
to
rifle, and liliin to fire one round from u
advanced that out of the Japanese in California
baking.
class
antee
first
tjie
his
at
appearance
assemproperly, says 207 S. First Street.
Albnquerque.
pneumatic gun. Tho cost of one round from a well disciplined, compact body of men could be
All
Miner.
the
Kingman
the Im.n are
twelve-Inc- h
mortar Is $21'J. Our United States gun prac- bled at short notice and take the field before we could
t,
all
refuse
bronchitis
no
w()rk
i,,
and
For colds, coughs, Compound and
oppose them. There is no doubt ill lh minds r many lerrnrl.edi
tice in lime of peace is considerably expensive.
Syrup
until the man is taken Into custody. in.,
use
diseases,
that
life
men in the I'liiied States service und civilian
at
DO ceutu a bottle
Officers have been sept t,, Womlrn-dal- e, of Eucalyptus
The Hull of Fame Is existent, tbe Hall of Shame is tho .lupunese am behind the Chinese in the present
,,,t it will be some liuie before Ruppes.
upon,
tiUKKt'Sted, and two more the Hall of Humanity and the threatened trouble. With the aUive facts 10 chew
they cun get. there, as Uu- dis'ance Is
. .
more thau ninety miles.
1UU of Folly, have beou proposed.
Try a Citizen want ad.
we have no very sweet cud.
antl-plngi- ie
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THE NAME

Wm. CHAPLIN
Not only means ihe

best shoeslbutit stands
equally for' honest advertising.

Little

Menace
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pairs men's fine shoes
pairs women's fine shoes
pairs misses' and children's fine

shoes.
X-

-X-X

-
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Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

v-i-

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and
carefully inspect the shoes

e

--

themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

m

t

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Jap-Ane-

Wm. CHAPLIN

ooooooooooooooooooo
0OfO0000OIO0
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six-hor-

t

THE

ANTONIO

HOME
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FAIR

ARMIJO, Prop.

PURE

GROWN

Special Sales Every Saturday.

CHILE
121 N.

Third Street.

lOfOIOIOtOtOIOtOtOIOI
Wholesale liquor and

Ciar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South Flrit
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Lii-ri-

build-inKtf-

-

Ctown Studio

e

i
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MAKING CLAIMS WE CAN FILL

AND THEN FILLING THEM RIGHT UP TO THE BRIM, IS THE
REASON WE HAVE ONE OF THE BEST AND MOST COMPLETE
DRUG STORES IN THE SOUTHWEST.

M.

II. HRI.GCS

a,

First

I

St.

&

COMPANY

ALVARADO PHARMACY
IK01S.
and Gold Are.
Both

Phone.

I

Uusso-.liipanes-

1

teu-lne-

1

2

MISSION

f
Oi

Auto Phone 601.

MELIN I & EAKIN,

he-u-

-

YORK

NEW

o:

FURNITURE

Latest Designs Just Received, from

SHOP OF THE CRAFTER
Ladies' Desks and Chairs, Customers' Plate Racks, Book Racks, Hat
Racks, Hail Trees, Library and rarlor Stand Tables, Medicine Cabinets and Rockers.

The MoBrian Furniture Co,

:

ALHUQUEltOUE

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1906.

LEGAL POINT RAISED AS

Some Say Cannot be Hanged Legally on Sunday,
But the Law on the Subject Explodes This

of Local Attorney.

Contention-Opini- on

i
first

?

In .computing time, the
day shali be excluded and the
4 last included, unless the last day
falls on Sunday, In which case
4 the time prescribed shall be ex- so as to Include the whole
i tended
t of the 7,following Monday. Sub- Section
Section 2,900, Compi'ed
4
4 Laws of New Mexico,

if

4

li 41 M M U H

Will John Conley, convicted murderer, hang the day his reprieve expires, or will a technicality of the law
wave him for a day?
This question Is agitating legal circles and la lin? made the last chance,
and the most of, by Conley's friends.
.Execution on Sunday.
According to the. ten, days' reprieve
granted Conley by ' Governor Hagerman, the day of the execution will
fal( on Sunday. Conley's friends try
to make It nppear that this would be
Illegal, and If he was hanged Monday,
that also would be Illegal, as it would
bo one clay beyond the ten days' reprieve. However, the above law,
truly transcribed from the statutes of
New Mexico, settles that question, and
Conley, If justice Is' done, will be
hanptd by the nock until dead, In full
payment to the law for the taking of
two lives.
Official Reprieve.
The official record of tne Teprleve
granted Conley is as follows:
To the Sheriff of the County of Taos.
Greeting:
Whereas, It has lieen represented to
the governor of the territory of New
Mexlc; that John Conley upon whom
the sentence of death has been passed
and imposed by the supreme court of
said territory, has lw;come violently insane since the said John Conley has
been Incarcerated in the county jail
of said county awaiting execution, and
"Whereas, the 18th day of February,
1906, has been fixed by said supreme
court as the day on whle!h said sentence of death Is to be executed and
carried into effect by the sheriff of
Baid county of Taos, and
Whereas, you, as sheriff of said
county, have been commanded by said
court to execute and carry into effect
said sentence under said order ot
the court at the time and place above
mentioned;
For Investigation .
Now, therefore, in order that the
question of the sanity of said John
Conley may be fully and properly inquired into by the governor of said
territory, the said John Conley Is
hereby granted a respite anil reprieve
under said sentence for ten days from
this date. You Bre hereby commanded to suspend execution and carrying
into effect of said sentence on said
IKth day of Feliruary, 190G, and you
are further commanded to suspend the
execution and carrying out of said
sentence under said order of said
court, until further orders to you
herein.
Given under my liand and the seal

of the territory of New Mexico, this,
the 15th day of February, A. n. litoti,
at the city of Santa Fe, in the territory of New Mexico.
II. J. HAGERMAN,
(Seal)
Governor.
Tiv the Governor:
J. W. RAYNOLI1S.
Secretary of New Mexico.
Any Date Legal.
People In sympathy with Conley.
ask the question:
"Can Conley legally be hanged ."u Sunday?" The
compiled laws of New Mexico state
that no CIVIL process is legal on Sunday, hut that CRIMINAL process Is
legal on any day in the year. They
also ask the question:
"Would the
hanging on Monday, be legal, in view
of the language of the reprieve?'
T.ie law In answer to this question
is very plain, and Is quoted in full at
the head of this article. Then again,
the governor, should he see fit, can at
any time grant a further reprieve to
make the day of the execution fall
on any day he should choose. Conley's
friends can make nothing of this
point. He. hag committed a crime,
been' found guilty by a Jury of his
peers, and must pay the penalty, or
Justice becomes a mockery In New
Mexico.

A Lawyer's View.
prominent Albuquerque lawyer in
speaking jf the matter, said:
"A!l the evidence, all testimony and
the man's own pitifully weak story of
t.ie killing, goes to prove him guilty,
and he smmld have been hanged on
the day originally set; yes, and would
have been If the governor, who has a
heart like a woman, had not been
shamefully Imposed upon. Conley's
friends are not hunting justice; they
are after clemency and newspaper no
toriety. No matter on what day the
execution falls It is legal; the law
covers the point brought up fully, and
Uonley has no hope irom tlie ia.w in
that direction.
History of Man and Crime.
Conley was lorn in
N. Y
September 16, 1849, and was a soldier
in the Civil war. He came to New
Mtexieo In 1879 and engaged in pros
pecting and raining in Taas county
On January lt, l'Jl5, Conley shot and
killed James Redding, 19 years old,
aud 70 year old Charles Purdy, near
Questa. Taos county, during a quarrel
over a contract covering assessment
work on a mine. Conley claimed sell
defense, but the evidence deduced the
fact that Couley killed Purdy in the
quarrel and shot. Redding as the boy
was trying to escape. He was sen
tenccd to be hanged February 16, but
on pleas of friends that he was in
sane. Governor Hagerman telegraphed
a weak's reprieve from this city, while
he was here attending the reception
Later, in sending the official reprieve,
Governor Hagerman made the time
ten days. He now states that he is
convinced that the insanity plea was
a subterfuge and that the execution
will take place when the reprieve ex
;
pi res.
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Work of Census Enumerators J. F. McAfee Arrives From
in City About Through.
Kansas to Succeed J. F.
Figures by Monday.
Maguire, Resigned.

Jheatre
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SATURDAY, FEB. 24
Farewell

Testimonial

A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

to

Mme. Helena
CITY

HALL

AN

ASSURED

THING

The census enumerators appointed
by the city council n short Ume ago
to ascertain the population of Albuquerque have practically finished their
worn.
tomorrow, it Is thought, will
witness the completion of the task
and by Monday the oftlclal figures will
ne ready to be given out.
i tie ol ject A the (numeration
was
to find out whether the population of
tne mine t.lt y was sufficient to permit
tho municipality
bonds for
the erection of a city haJl. The net
congress
of
covering the matter makes
It necessary
for territorial cities to
have at least HUH) Inhabitant when,
s
if
of the qualified voters of
the municipality agree to it. bonds to
the extent, of $30,000 can be Issued.
It can now almost officially be stated
that, the people of Albuquerque can
Tote for this bond Issue if tliey so desire for the count of the enumerators
will, it Is said, show from lO.fltm to
1 1 .000
bona fide residents within the
city limits. These figures are from a
l
and very conservative
source. Another estimate on work ot
the census men place the population
at 12,000 and over.
The Second ward will alone show
more than 3000 people. The Fourth
ward will reach the 4000 mark at
least, and the Third ward 3000 and
over. leaving the First ward of the
count entirely, it being tTie ftuiallest In
population, the 10,000 mark is easily
reached. The First ward will easily
tally up 2000, those who are in a position to know, elalni.
When it U known that the last United States census of the city gave
It a population of between six aC
seven thousand, the wonderful and almost phenomenal growth of New Mexico's, chief city can oe seen und a
small idea given of Its brilliant future.
two-third-

semi-officia-

PUEBLO

INDIAN
COUPLE

MARRIED

INTERESTING CEREMONY
PERFORMED AT GRAND CENTRAL
BY REV.

BARRON.

CAME

TO THE CITY

LAST NIGHT

The new superintendent fi r the Rio
Grande Woolen Mills company has ar
rived In the city.
His name Is J. F. McAfee und he
arrived In Albuquerque last evening

on

o, 1.

M OD

J E SKA RUGS
In

The Latest Designs and Colorings.

LADY MACBETH.

Mr. McAfee Is from Topeka.. Kan
sas-auwell known in the textile
world.
He has spent many years of
tils lire In the cotton and woolen mill Prices
business and Is thoroughly competent Box Seat
to guide the future destinies of I'ncie

Johnny Hearrup's factory.
Mr. McAfee has been
connected
with many large mills. Among these
Is the Topeka Woolen mill at Oakland.
Kansas.
Mr. McAfee succeeds John F. Maguire, who resigned some weeks ago,
and yesterday left the employ of the
Rio Grande company.
He returns
east in a few days to take the superln-tendencof a large cotton and woolen

CURTAIN

.$1

RISES AT

8:30

to

SHARP

Seats on sale at Matson's Monday
Feliruary 19, at 8 o'clock, for subscrlb
ers only.
Sale opens for the public on Febru
ary 21.

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

BASEBALL LEAGUE

U2

FOR SOUTHWEST

HOUSE WIRING A SPECIALTY.
Electric, Gas & Combination
Fixtures

Southwestern

3MBBBSL

Electric &

BREAD
MAKER

SELEE IN EL PASO TO FORM ONE
WHICH
WILL DOUBTLESS BE
SUPPORTED.

I0H.-P- .

Frank Selee. a well known base
ball manager from the east, is in El
Puso, from Fay wood Springs, N. M.,
to discuss the possibility of forming
a southwestern base ball league, with
The hands do
El Paso, Albuquerque, Hisbee, Douglas, and other nearby cities constitunot tcuch the
ting the league, says the Herald.
if he can succeed in forming the
douah.
league, and lhe chances are that lie
can, his headquarters will be here or
at Albuquerque, possibly here, as the
most central location.
The prospects are good and the
ripe for Just such a league
as Mr. Selee has In mind, and the
fans will no doubt give it ipport if
one good team is organized in each
of the cities in this section, and a
regular schedule is adopted and adhered to.
This section is strong on base ball
and all the fans want is something
that looks like a good game. They
want unanimity among the players.
one good team in each town and men
at the head of each team that know
the game and will see that It Is play- FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.
ed. When this is accomplished, the
lovers of ball will give it ample support.
A regularly organized league with
0. W, Strong's Sons
a well defined and prearranged schedule would bo Just what the fans want
STRONG BLOCK.
and Mr. Selee Is being given encouragement in his work.
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UNDERTA KERS

!

Construction

6. E. Induction Motor

Agents General Electric Co., Crocker, Wheeler Co.

o
0
0

Albuquerque

Foundry and
.

Machine Works J

rropritor

r--.

Foundry east ulde ot railroad track.

JOSEPH
I 2

FinesfWiiiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

BARNETT, Prop'r.

SAMPLE AND

0 West Railroad 'Avenue

SMOKE

La Cmilll

Rich and rrmgrant

HAVANA CIGARS

sold by all Dealer
TAKE A TRIP TO HAPPYLANO
on a box of WHITE LILY cigars. It's
a cheap trip (fare only $2.00 for fifty;
Rood smokes, paltry Cc for one),
yet the enjoyment is not measured
ly the Insignificant price. But If your
would have Instant pleasure, buy your
ticket his day you'll be after other
rides day after day as long as me
make such fine cigars as the WHITE
LILY for such small money.

J.

A.

RICHARDS

113a WEST

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

l

THE FIRST LESSON
IN

BREAD

MAKING.

the most important of all; that
the selection of proper flour.
jukio is no auncuity aoout this
Empress flour Is choeen. It Is so
good end makes such sweet, white
and nutritious bread as to be un- -

Is
Is

surpassed by any milled. The beat 9
bread makers uso it for that yen
reason.

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

-

l

Ig

s

Furnishing Line

Chas. L. Keppeler

RANKIN

CO.

o:

CLUB ROOMS

.

M. BERGER,
114

Wholesale Agent,
West Copper Ave.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

.

"

Albuquerque, If. M.

The St. Elmo

Real Estate

1

i

'

201-21- 1

w.-i-

m

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can;
ihaftlan
Bar"' BabbU MeU1; Co,amn, an(1 Iron rTmt
DUllalngs

f

RAY-LIV-

Go.

216 South Second Street.

mixes and kneads
bread thoroughly
in Three Minutes.

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

o,

We carry a complete stock
motorg tot alternating and dlr of
currents.

Mr. Magu ire's departure from the
city will be universally regretted as
he claimed a host of friends here and
regarded by his employer as a
man thoroughly familiar with Ills duties. Mr. McAfee Is sure to win a high
place In the esteem of the mill management and the people of the Puke FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE,
City.
It is hoped his stay here will
be lioth profitable and pleasant.
s

t

Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

Tour under the direction of
MR. JULES MURRY.

mill

V

Albert Faberl

$2
$3

This afternoon, at 2:l!o o'clock, an
Interesting marriage of a Puetdo Indian coude, from the village of
Seaina, Valencia county, took place
in the parlor of the Grand Central
hotel, the ceremony being performed
by Rev. Uarroii of the Congregational
church.
,ast night, accompanied by Miss S.
E. Young,
tho government
Indian
day teacher at Seama, George Ueard-sle- y
and Miss Mollio Anallo, urrived
in the city. They have leen lovers
for many years, and finally concluded
to get married, after the white
mail's laws, coming to this city
for lhat purpose. Tne groom is quite
being a farmer and owner
of some stock.
Tho bride is the
housekeeper at the Seama day school
and very popular in that, village. Af
ter the ceremony. Superintendent
Allerl of tho local school. Rev. Uarron
aud tho hotel and invited guests con
gratulated the couple and wished
McGAFFEY DEFENDANT IN
them a happy future. They will re SMELTER FOR CALIFORNIA
RESIGNATION CALLED
COSTING THREE MILLIONS.
turn west tonight, but Miss Young
San Francisco, Cal., Feb. 2:.'. The
SUIT FILED AT SANTA FE
FOR BY GOV. HAGERMAN win remain in the city nnt.il Sunday, Guggenheima
und the Rockefellers,
wnen sno win return to Seama.
through their recently formed AmerSuperintendents
Attorney Granville Pendleton of AzFalrvlew
and
It was reported at the territorial
ican Smelters Securities company,
tec, San Juan county, was the plain-stif- capitol that the resignation of Vences- - ETHEL J. PEGLER
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
have decided to build a $3,5ih,(m'm)
in two suits filed with the clerk of
smelter at a point a
back from
MONUMENTS
COMMITS SUICIDE Port Costa, and groundmile
the First Judicial district court for lao Jaramilio, member of the territor
will lie broken
ial
equalization,
board
of
has been
San Juan county yesterday. The first
early next summer. It will be one of
N. Second St.. Both Phones. I
is entitled Granville Pendleton, plain- called for by Governor Hagerman. Mr, DEED
PROBABLY
COMMITTED the largest and best equipped smelters
tiff, vs. Benjamin T. H. Hyde of New Jaramilio, whj was in
In
the
country,
will
give employDURING TEMPORARY INSANITY.
and
that city yes
York, and the Hyde Exploring Expedi- terday, declined to state what
ment to a larsu number of men.
OCOXXXX)COC)OCOCOOCXX)OOCOO
tion, a corporation doing business un- he would take In the premises. action
Mrs.
Ethel J. Pegler. wife of A. G.
Mr.
der the laws of New Mexico. The suit Jaramilio is from Rio Arriba county Pegler, who is In the employ
GOOD
PROSPECTS AHEAD
of the
Wootton & Myer,
is brought to recover the sum of $374.-2- and has served one term In the legisla- Hermosa Copper company
IN UNION COUNTY
at Santa
which Mr. Pendleton claims is still tive council and two terms as a mem- Rita, committed suicide earlv
The
In
winter
the Ixigan section ot
Satur
due hi in as attorney fees, for services ber in
of the legislative as- day morning, says the Silver City In- - I'nion county was very pleasant and
during the past three years, terminat- sembly.theHehouse
In
stock
that vicinity went through it
has been a member of the uepenuent.
ing Jinuaty 1, 19(10. He also asks in- board of equalization
The taking of her life wis entirely finely. There wore no losses of cattle
for four years.
terest at K per cent after that date.
without warning and was a great oi sheep, except a few head of the
The second case is entitled Granville
AND RENTALS
shock to her relatives aud friends. letter that were too old to Ilvo itt'ii-Pendlrton plaintiff vs. A. IJ. McGaffey WILLCOX CATTLEMAN DIED
Mrs. Pegler was evidently in the best longer, no matter how equitable the
of Albuquerque, defendant.
In this
Ranches and Farms
IN INSANE ASYLUM of spirits the evening before and at winter and huw good the range.
case .Mr. t'enmton sues to recover
The ground was frozen during Dc
such time graciously entertained some
tbe sum of $393 with interest at 6
friends who had called to spend the cember and the fore part of January,
per cent after January 1, 1906, which
Correspondence Solicited.
A telegram from Phoenix, the other
with the family. About 9 nut tnawed out dm he the laiU' :iar;
12.1 S. Third St..
sum ho states is due him as attorney evening, stated that John Oilman, the evening
of
that
month
o'clock
and
farmers
n
she
have
sincj
retired
and
short time eeen
fees and as commissions on real es- Willcox cattleman, died at the terri- afterward
AI.HUQUERQUE . . . . N. M.
busy
plowing
putting
i.nd
in
awakened
her husband, who
tate which he aided in selling as agent torial insane asylum.
was sleeping beside her, with a re crops. About a dozen new settler
for the defendant.
Mr. Gilman was taken from Tucson quest that
get her a glass of water. have arrived at I.ogan and have mad.'
he
to Phoenix aliout two months ago. It wnicn He did. Shortly
after 1 o'clock homestead entries. These are preparwas thought at the time that he Mr. Pegler was
ESTANCIA NEWS FROM
awakened bv the ing their, lands and expect to ru'sc
might regain his sanity. He was in
THE CELEBRATED
sound or a pistol shot, but diil not crops of corn, miln maize, kafflr cci.i
REGULAR CORRESPONDENT aally,very weakened condition, physic- realize that a tragedy had taken place and vegetables this season. The
however, owing to exposure, on
and got up with the idea that some Campbell dry soil culture method will
the desert, and he failed gradually.
trouble had occurred outside of the be applied.
MORE ABOUT
Gilman,
wlio
was
FORGER
about t5 years house.
ELY
an Investigation and
old,
to
Tucson from Willcox for finding He madewrong
DANCE
canio
THE OTHER
nothing
returned to the JUDGE MANN AND
medical treatment.
He appeared to
NIGHT AT ESTANCIA.
room
HIS COWBOY HAT.
when he noticed the position in
bo slightly demented, but his afflicSpecial Correspondence.
Assoelute Juki ire K. A. .Mann of the
tion was not considered serious. He wntcn nis wife was lying and made
His wife was stin territorial suprrnie court, created a
Estancia, Feb. 19. On Saturday the disappeared, and for several days he an examination.
17th instant, a stranger, giving his was not heard from.
Then a Mexi- alive, but unconscious, atirl lhe n,tv Herniation iixn his arrival at the Capname as James I!. Ray, offered to can wood hauler brought the Infor- outward Indication of the fact that ital City, Tuesday, although Santa Ku
Bottled In Bond.
H
Johnny Kennedy, agent for the Santa mation to Tucson that a wild man she hal shot herself was a small bullet la a western town.
siinrtci n
rowlxv"' liat, aud ig very
Ke Central and the Wells-Farg- o
had been seen wandering alxiut in wound just above the right eve. As- - Texas
Express company at Estancia. a draft on the brush a number of miles south- sistance was at once summoned nn proud of it. 'citizens of Turiiincui i
of the somthe Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe rail- east of that city. Officers went out to is soon as pssiblo Dr. Strong was made him a pn
way, drawn for ?:l5 and made payable search for tho man and they came on the scene. Everything
nossiMo brero" while he was in thai town lust
Distiller.
that it 1m verv
at First National Hank of Chicago. upon Gilman almost dead from ex was none but the bullet had entered week. H must be
FRANKFORT, KT.
judKo
heroin ini?.
The
evidently
Now our Johnny wn
can, on oc- posure, hunger and thirst. He was the brain and after lingerine aliout Knows
this, and will henceforth wear
casions, look iis meek as a sick sheep brought to Tucson and placed in tho five hours Jits. Pegler passed away
In a snow storm, blandly plead a lank hospital.
His experience on the des- without having regained conscious- it until time ami necessity require
him
to replace it with a new one.
exchequer hut took the draft and re- ert had aggravated his condition. ness.
MELINI & EAKIN
that tini (nines he will be
ceipted for it. promising to wire for When he had recovered sufficient
Absolutely no cause Is assigned for When
perfectly
willing
Bole Ajents.
receive hiwiMi,.,some money. The agent promptly strength to make the journey 'he was the rash deed, except that of
wired ills suspicions to the Gulf, Colo- taken to Phoenix.
Mrs. Pegler had not been In the best donation In the shape of a hat.
Albuquerque, N. AT.
of health recently, but for the past few GOVERNOR HAGERMAN
rado & Santa Fe and
Automatic Phone, 199.
nrmiuwlv
days had been fueling better and was
advised that the draft was stolen. The UNCLE SAM'S SOLDIERS
AT LAS VEGAS
suspect was promptly arrested and oi
more cheerful in disposition, it is
ilon. Herbert J. JKerman left Han
ncers tound on him a book of blank
ENROUTE TO ISLANDS thought that she may have been suf- ta Fe yesterday for Las
VesaH In
fering
drafts and other evidence, indicating
from a severe headache after to le present at tin- reception undorder
IF YOr WISH TO EAT a good
ball
retiring Friday evening
wiu
iia.il- ittiiKm an old and a TWO
that the jo be Riven in his h.mor this evenina itii li and enchiladas on the Mexican
COMPANIES OF EIGHTH pain so affected her that and
sinootn duck at the forging trade.
In a moment ly tho Commercial club of the Mead style.
to South Third street, corner
REGIMENT PASSED THROUGH of Irresponsibility she put an end to w City.
He waived examination and was
With fin- governor were:
of Silver avenue, No. 215. Will be
CITY TODAY.
lit r own life.
iioiin.l over to tne grand Jury In the
The funeral was conJustice aii.l Mrs. Frank W. sii-vpromptly at any hour of the
sum of $")', which he has failed to
ducted Sunday, interment being
Cru-.Parker of
Territorial S- - c Itilrfii. i'nci will be from 25c to 30e.
Companies C and I) of the Kinhth In lite .Masonic cemetery here. made rotary
give so tar. Hi- - was taken to Santa
and Mrs. J. W. Haynolds of San
Regiment, from Columbus Darracks,
Fe t j jail.
ta Fe. (iovernor Hagerman will have M. GRENADINO
& CO.
Columbus, O., passed through AlbuA Habit to Be Encouraged.
Fun at a Dance.
apanmcntu
at
the
hotel,
fastaneda
querque
this
afternoon, on a special
The inemlitrs of the light-foo- t
The mother who has acquired the Judjfe and Mrs. Parker will
fra,
Win a you want bomethlng In the
ternity hail fun Saturday night at a train of eight coaches, lound for San habit of keeping on hand a bottle of of Chief Justice ami Mrs. W. beJ. guests
Milts,
Francisco
and the Philippines where Chamberlains Cougi Remedy, saves and
dance, held, conducted and perpe- they
Secretary and Mrs. Haynolds will House
-- (Jo To
trated in an unoccupied building In try. will relieve the Twelfth Infan- herself a great amount of uneasiness l guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson
and anxiety. Coughs, colds and croup, Kayii'dds during tlulr sojourn In
the edge of town. It seems that everyThe
special
the
carried six officers and to which children are susceptible, are Meadow
body was full of merriment and booze 140 men. together
City.
uifh th.. nlv.u
are quickly cured by Its use. It counand everything was lovely until some- children of the officers.
323 South Second St.
any
teracts
a
tendency
body hit "Hilly Patterson."
cold
of
Harvard
In the
to
re
has inn abolished football
the remainder
HUl.cs'. juice paid for household
the regiment is sult in pneumonia, and Ir given as at that
melee that followed some dozen or expected tomorrow,of which
The Kj.ii.j. New and second hand goods
will in- soon as the first symptom s of croup faculty institution of learning.
more tangled up in an Irish wake per- clude several
of arts and sciences merely iKMuiit an I sold. Phones; Store
from fort- appear, it will
preveut
formance and several came out with resses adjacentcompanies
the attack vted to abolish it. but the power to Red ': Houst Black 23.
to New V.irL. .Mtv This remedy
more head than they went in with. Captain K. F. Taggert Is In conmu,.,,.
contains nothing Injuri- do so
with tie athletic commit-- '
ous and mothers give it to little ones
The festive
was in evi- of companies c and L).
Th faculty .vent on
as
&
with a feeling of perfect security opposed to tho Kami) as itrecord
dence, several hefuzzled. Jnots coming
now Is
gale
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by
in painful contact with It. One shot
Played,
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' tbe news.
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AND CARPETS

OLD

ALBUQUERQUE
ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL
CLUB

AUSTRIAN

CATHEDRAL
BUILDING.

CHINA

Furniture and Crockery
BORRADAILE

& CO.,

117 Gold Avenue
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"I made $350 on that 60c," said a
prominent Albuquerque business man,
on the completion of his conversation
over the Long Distance Telephone.
MONEY IN YOUR POCKET
by using the toll lines of

The Colorado Telephone Co.
Room

18

N. T. Armljo Building.
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FRANK A. MUNSEY,

4f
Harry GJeason of the St. Louis
Browns, will be seen in a St. Paul uniform next season.

un-

the strenuous days of the war with usual attitude for this urbane comSpain has San Francisco been the mander. Major Dcvol, In charge of
scene of such activity in military the transport service, admits that the
circles as at present. Two of Uncle Chinese situation is considered grave
Sam's largest transports, the Logan and that transports are being mobiland Sherman, have just departed for ized and held in readiness for an imManila, after being loaded with fever- mediate
emergency. He intimates
ish haste. The Meade, delayed by a that greater secrecy now prevails confire in her hold, is speeding Manila-war- cerning the plans of the war departas fast as her engines can take ment than ever before and that the

--

her, some distance ahead and others
are hurrying to this port from the
Philippines with all haste, here, to receive fresh stores and troops for
Manila.
The Logan and Sherman had aboard
150 marines, and, what la much more
significant, a large number of veteran
officers of high rank who have seen
previous service in the orient.
Neither army nor navy officials here
will discuss the eastern situation.
General Funston, commander of the
department of California, and also pro
tern of the department of tue Pacific,

general policy Is the axiom "In time of
peace prepare for war," which Japan
found so useful.
On March 5 the Eighth infantry and
Third Cavalry will leave for Manila
and it is understood that other sear
soned regiments will soon be rushed
to the Philippines, where a fleet of
transports is soon to be concentrated
in order that a substantial force ol
veteran troops may quickly be landed
in China, should the
feeling there culminate iu an overt act
seriously prejudicial to American proi-ertor life.

SISTER OF JUDGE McFIE

PROFITABLE SHEEP DEAL
REPORTED FROM ROSWELL.
About two weeks ago, A. D. Gar
rett of Koswell, bought from A. C.
Gunter. S,0o() head of sheep on the
renusco at 74 per head. The sheep
were to be delivered last Friday but
before that time Mr. Garrett had resold the whole bunch at $5 per head,
making a profit of 19.000. It is stated
that the sheep will shear an uvearge
of $2 worth of wool each and a large
portion of them, after shearing, will
still be worth $4 to $5 a head for
mutton. Besides that, there is a crop
of lambs to be considered.
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The Cuban auto races seem ta have
been nearer the real thing than the
races at Ormond Beach. Only records
were broken at Ormond Beach, while
three men were badly injured in the
Cuban races.
The Sebrlng geyser, after heing
quiescent for several weeks, is spouting again and besides hlue mud, hot
ashes and red flame It is throwing
of a dense odor reminiscent of a
works.

Western football players do not take
kindly to the new
rule. 'They
s
believe Stagg's
amendment
Rube Ferns demonstrated at Buffalo
should have been accepted.
the other night that he is not all In
D
fighter by staying fifteen rounds
as
Detroit refuses to release Bobby witha Gus Gardner of Philadelphia.
Lowe and as he will not jump It Is
was hard fought and both
The
not at all likely he will manage the men battle
were well punished.
New Castle, Pa., team next season.
O
Lowe is very anxious
try his manHot Springs Is to see prize fighting
agerial hand.
again, a club having been organized
O
,
by Matchmaker Zea. The first fight
Boston amateur boxers are com- in the new club will be between Mauplaining because they received phony rice Sayers, the Milwaukee lightmedals for participating in an ama- weight, and Fred Landers of Caliteur boxing carnival In Chicago. They fornia.
s
expected
medals for second-clas- s
O
Members of the Louisville team will
fighting.
be prohibited from playing cards durO
1,(11
A
lina ),oan I h ftiA no,l In 4hn ing the baseball season, they must
Kentucky legislature limiting racing report at the ball park at 10 o'clock
In that state to forty calendar days of each morning and must look neat on
a year. It fixes a penalty of $500 to and off the field. There are other
$1,000 a day for eachA'iolatlcn of the clubs in other leagues that could profit
by this example.
provisions of the bill.
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WIENER
BEER

But there's something else: an indescribable clement that gives to Wiener
its striking individuality. In a word, it
is Character. There's a most satisfying,
grateful flavor that is alwavs a distinct
lilatz iuality.
YAL DLATZ BREWING CO., MILWAUKEE
ERNEST MEYERS

CO.. Wholesale Dealers,
AIDuijucriiu, New nexlco.

Mi Always

first-clas-

O

recently
announced
will fight under his true name,
Hagan. It would have been
the truth If he had said he
would delay fighting as long us possible under any old name.

Jack
that he
Joseph
nearer

O'Brien

(The sunburnt town of BakerKtit ld,
Cal., is still celebrating Aurelia
victory over Young Corbett. He
was recently given a $250 diamond
by the merchants there, and his draw
with Kid Herman has added new lau
Her-rera'-

"DOPING" OF HORSES

tHa

3tun Good OUBla.tx

A
FOR
COLONIST TICKET, ALBUQUERQUE TO CALIFORNIA. DAILY,
FEBRUARY 15 to APRIL 7.

Slight extra charge for berth.
free.
ROADBED

Seat in chair car

HARVEY

MEALS

Communication Made Easy

I

El Paso & Southwestern System
Between the Great Southwest and Kansat City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

Rock Island System
Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best. The only way with two through
trains daily, carrying standard and tourist sleepers, observation dining cars, chair cars and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

York
Her-

CARNETT KING
General Agent.

Harvard has not abolished football
at that institution of learning. The
faculty of arts and sciences merely
voted to abolish it, but the power to
do so rests with the athletic committee. The faculty went onv record as
opposed to the game as it now is
played, but unless the athletic committee takes similar action Harvard will
be chasing the pigskin next season as
in days of yore.
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UNSCRUPULOUS TRAINERS
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SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
passenger
Fast
and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parts
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso & Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS.
S. B. ORIMSHAW,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treaa.
J. P. LYNG,
A. L. GRIMSHAW,
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt. and Pass. Agt U
GENERAL OFFICES
SANTA FE, N. M.

n

Luckiest Man in Arkansas.
the luckiest man in Arkansas," writes H. L. Stanley, of Bruno
"since the restoration of my wife's
health after five years of continuous
coughing and bleeding from the lungs;
and I owe my good fortune to the
world's greatest medicine. Dr. King's
New
Discovery for Consumption,
which I know from experience will
cure consumption if taken in time.
My wife im proved with the first bottle and twelve bottles completed the
cure." Cures the worst coughs and
colds or money refunded. At all druggists. 50c and $1.00. Trial bottle
free.
"I am

FREE

TO TAKE
YOUNG
WOMEN
ABROAD AS ITS GUESTS.

THE COURIER-JOURNANINETEEN
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GRANDE
SYSTEM!

"Scenic Line of the World"
Shortest and quickest Una fram
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Spring, and all Colorado points.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo wttti
all lines east and west Tim as quick
and rate as low a by other lines.
PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
DINING
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS.

is conducting
The Courier-JournOn all through train. No tiresome
a popularity contest that eclipsea anything of the kind ever promoted in
delay at any station.
that section. Briefly, the Courier
Journal proposes to take on a seven-week- s'
For Illustrated advertising
matter
tour abroad nineteen young
or
Information, address or apply to
women from Kentucky and southern
Indiana, all expenses paid, from the
day the party leaves Ixulsvillo, July
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
12, until it returns to "The Old Kentucky Home," August 29. To give all
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A.., Santa Fe, New Mex.
a chance the Courier-Journhas divided Ixjuisvlllo and Kentucky and
Southern Indiana Into eighteen districts, and the most popular young
woman from each district is to be the
one to make the tour. The nineteenth
RAILROAD TIME TABLE
young lady is to bo selected in anCourier-Journother way. Headers of the
(In effect November 12. 1905.)
are to select the guests for
Eastbound.
the paper, by ballot. It Is estimated
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:55
...SANTA
that the trip alone will cost the
a. m., departs 8:25 a. ni.
urnal
about $15,000, to say
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:59
nothing of incidental and other necesp. ni., departs 12:09 a. m.
sary expenses. There may be a young Effective December JO, J 905
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Exwoman from this section who Is a
press, arrives 6:45 p. m-- , departs
candidate for this tour. Write the Eastbound.
Westbound.
7:45 p. m.
Courier-Journa- l.
Louisville, Ky., for a
10, Chicago Fast Mail, arrives
ist of candidates and full details of
No. 426.
Stations.
No. 425. ' No.
6:50 a. m., departs 7:30 a. in.
the tour.
Westbound.
3: 00 am
11:05 pin
Pueblo
She Miaht Have Died from Paralysis
Colo. Springs
9:40 pra No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:30
4: 35 a m
Caused by Scarlet Fever, but Was
P. iu., departs 8:15 p. m.
7:00pm
7:30am Ar. Denver Lv.
Cured by Sloan's Liniment.
Espanola
1:26pm No. 3, California Limited, arrives
12:51 pm
Biloxi, Miss.
11 .00 am Lv. Santa Fe Ar.
3:30pm 11:10 a. m., departs 11:20 a. m.
Dr. Earl S. Sloan:
No. 7. Mexico & California Express,
p ni
11:36pm
3:00
ltarranca
my
little
ago
years
DoarH?ir Four
arrives 10:45 p. m., departs 11:59.
pm
10:29 pm
Servllleta
girl was dangerously ill with Scarlet 4:02
4: 32 p in
10:00pm No. 9, Fast Mali, arrives 11:35 p. m.
Tres Pledras
Fever. She seemed to be dying; her 6:45 pm
8:10 pm
Antonito
Southbound.
head was drawn back and she suffered
Alamosa
6:40am No. 9, Mexico Express, departs 12:15
agonv. The doctor tried remedy after 8:30 pin
pm
pm
m.
2:11
12:26
Embudo
P.
remedy, but failed to relieve the pain,
Local freight train. No. 99, southuntil as a last resort he used Sloan's
stop
dinner,
bound, departs at 5 a. ta., and carTrains
for
at Embudo
Liniment. My child began to experiries passengers.
ence relief immediately, and is living where good meals are served.
Arrives From South.
Connections.
and well today. I always keep Sloan'sit
No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 6:50
Liniment in the house now, and use
At Antonito, for Durango, Silvertoi
a.
m.
for every emergnecy.
and Intermediate points.
No. 10 makes all local stops east ot
G rat ef till v yours,
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and
Albuquerque.
AMAN'AT.
P. A. St.
intermediate points, via either the No. 1 ruus
Angeles.
.
e
gauge
Use via La veta Pass No. 7 runs direct to Los Francisco.
standard
San
to
direct
POUND SALE.
gauge
or the narrow
via Salida, mak- No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
ing the entire trip in daylight and
San Francisco.
One black hog, weight about eighty passing througn the FAMOUS ROYAL
pounds; will be sold at auction at the GORGE. Also for all points on the All trains daily.
T. E. PURDY. Agent.
citv hall Kridav morning at lo o'clock Creed3 branch.
THOMAS McMlLLIN.
13.
HARNEY, Traveling Freight
a.
And now a scientist declares music
Marshal.
enlarges the l.rain. Of course it does.
and Passenger Agent.
If it didn't what would the musicians
S. K. HOOPER. G. P. A.,
A Citizen want ad will get the bus!'
do with their hair.
Denver, Colo.
ness. Try one.
al

al

Courier-Jo-

''Put jour money on Lot hair, pal;
they've give him the hypo and lie'll
run like a scared wolf."
"But he's CO to 1 on the books and
Sunnyslde at 5 to 2 has got him beat
a f ount ry mile."
Oey'se shor
"Get wise, gel wise.
the iUpe into Uithair and ho'll only
hit the track at the turns and he'll
breeze down the stretch like a hare
In front or de hounds.
Dti Job's all
lixeil and he can't lose unless dey
nobis him too l?ng at the post."
Ami there Is where the danger
tonus to the crooked trainer when a
running horse has been "doped" for
a kill ins.
A bad actor or J wo lu it
big Held at the post may delay the
"art so long that effect of the drugs
to the
hypodermically administered
noise m;iy wear away, which would
absolutely put the horse out of the
running. When a running horse is
"doped" to stimulate heart action the
blood goes leaping through its veins
and every fiber of its body tingles with
the desire to run, and the horse often
anaiiis a burst of speed never, or
rarely, possible under normal conditions.
The in and out performances

of many selling platers may be traced
iu uie nine neeuie auu us insiduous
drug.
The statement of Murraw Howe,
secretary or the Memphis Trotting
association, that Lou Dillon, the famous mare, was drugged to prevent
her from winning over Major Delniar
at Memphis on October is, Mini, has
awakened a lively controversy over
the iKissibiiity of administering' drugs
to her that would "throw her off lui
stride" and permit Major Delniar to
nose out a victory. The fact that
Dillon traveled a mile in almost record
time practically precludes the probability of her having been drugged.
As the hypodermic Injection is used
to stimulate heart action, so also Is
it used l,y unscrupulous hor.-- i men to
lessen the speed of an animal. Then
are many ways to "dope" 11M animal,
the nio.M common pr.;ct ices hemK nie
use of water,
injections in
the veins of ihe neck ami hack of the
foreqiuuter, drugs in capsules or lumps
t sugar, one or two strands of fine
wire or twisted 'hair drawn tightly
about the ankles to retard circulation
and make the animal "quick stride,'
and the placing of weights In Units!
hypo-Jenni-

1

Gen. Pass. Agent.

al

Jy

R. STILES

Santa Fe Central Railway System

more trouble in the ranks rv
There
Following the disof the amateurs.
closures that Arthur Duffey, wiiiile
really a professional, had established A
W
world records as an amateur, comes
the charge that Melvln Sheppard, the A
crack runner of the
Athletic club, has been running professional races under an assumed
name. The American Athletic union
Is investigating
the hoard floor and
cinder path will lose one of the most
promising runners the country ever
produced.
&

V.

EL PASO, TEXAS.

O

TOUR EUROPE

BY

A $15,0oo purse is offered Battling
Nelson and Aurelia Herrera by the
Pacific Coast Athletic club. Herrera
offers to fight at 133 pounds at C
o'clock and is willing to post a forfeit
for the match, but it is hardly probable
the Dane will lie drawn In. Nolan
Is keeping him as far in the back
ground, when it comes to fighting, as
he possibly can. He will take no
chances of losing bis meal ticket vet
awhile.

That every ingredient must be of choicest
selection, and the brewing, fermenting,
aging ;m1 so c.i faultless, is told in
the taste

rt

$25.00

DUSTLESS

Manager McGraw threatens to discipline Donlln for his "wild east" tactics en a train near Albany and says
If necessary he will play center field
himself. "1 do not intend that players
on the New York team shall cut up
with tomfoolery out of the playing
season if I can help it," says McGraw,
and he Is the sort of manager "who
kin if anybody kin."

anti-foreig- n

CHARACTER

sleeper booklet

1

four-down-

DEAD AT SALIDA, COLO.

com-fo-

For full particulars see any agent, or address

ten-yar- d

telegram received shortly before
noon yesterday, at Santa Fe, by
Judge John R. MeFie, Informed him
of the sad news of the sudden death
of his oldest sister, Mrs. Elizabeth
Selfridge, which occurred Tuesday
night at Salida, Colo.
Death resulted from pneumonia, after a short illneBS, which was not
though of a serious nature. Judge
McFie will go Ho Denver to attend the
funeral, which will take place there
from the home of Charles V.
a son of the deceased.
Mrs. Selfridge left three daughters
r married.
anH a srm oil if whom
William MpFle nlsn her brother, who
Is well known in Colorado as a former
member or that states legislative
luli- llvoa lit Hnrpnpp. Pnlo.
Mrs. Selfridge had never visited her
brother in Santa Ke, bat Judge mc-Fi- e
spent several days with her in
Denver during the national Grand
Army encampment last September.
Judue McFio's muiiv friends through
out New Mexico extend their sym
pathy in his bereavement.

for tourist

rels to his Bakersfield crown.
rera was born in Bakersfield.

"Honey" Mellody and Mike (Twin)
Sullivnn will fight twenty rounds in
San Francisco, March 10.
0
Catcher Roth of the St. Louis Americans, has been sold to the Milwaukee
team In the American association.

A

notsacrlficc

for economy when you
go in a Santa Fe Tourist
Pullman.

at Albuquerque

175 Fifth Ave., New

IS RUSHING

an

You do

Ask Santa Fe Agent

Imagine the heart of all the magazines packed into one and you
have some idea of the vastness and variety of THE SCRAP BOOK.
Everybody is going to read THE SCRAP BOOK sooner or later.
The Price is Ten Cents a Copy and One Dollar by the Year
On all news stands or from the publisher

tendent of the Chinese Baptist mission,
WaverAy pace. Ttlelr son, Ernest
Beattie, is at present in Santa Clara
at school.
Dr. Beat tie was mobbed some years
ago at Veung Kong, a remote country
district, and lost all his personal property, barely escaping with his family
to the Yamen in time to save the'.r
lives.

Not since is extremely

ALL THE WHY

The Moment of Decision Roosevelt and Labor Unions Money
Among the Ancients Rhymes of the Bards of Graft The Devil and Tom
Walker When Fate Casts the Dice Preservation of the Human 15ody
The Coins of Caesar A Horoscope of the Months Superstitions of the
Theater The Companions of Jehu What the Prophets say about 1906
Benjamin Franklin The Progress of Women, and a hundred others.

in attacking In such a public place.
Dr. Beat Me. Is the brother of Dr.
David Beattie of Santa Clara, and Mrs.
Beattie is the daughter of Dr. J. B.
Hartwell. well known in San Francisco for many years, while superin-

TRANSPORTS SHERMAN AND LOGAN BEING LOADED WITH STORES.
PICTURE SHOWS INTENSE ACTIVITY NOW PREVAILING AT GOVERNMENT DOCK.

22.

Qreatest
Magazine

No matter how many magazines you read, you must read THE
SCRAP BOOK the biggest monthly magazine e per published.
THE SCRAP BOOK is big every way big enough for 50 million
readers broad enough, roomy enough, brainy enough, human enough,
to grip the interest of every person in the United States who can spell
out the alphabet. Whoever you are, THE SCRAP BOOK is for you.
We can't tell you half, but here are a few titles at random :

TROOPS TO PHILIPPINES

San Francisco, Feb.

The

EDS
mum

BOOK

izrrvrs

San Francisco, Ffl. 22. This is itie
first publisher! picture of Rev. lr.
Heattie and family vt the American
Presbyterian mission who were mobbed
and whose house was looted February
3 by a band of armed Chinese that
lound the missionarli g and escaped
with clothing, silver and other personal property, amounting to f l.()t0 in
value. His residence, on Fatl, is adjacent to other foreign mission houses,
and Just across the river from the
viceroy's" palace In Canton City. Fatl
(Flower Garden) Is the daily resort of
thousands of Chinese sightseers, and
fne daring of the robbers was shown

1906.

.

D.5R.G.systefn

TFrMNCII...

niwiiamniiiMi

Thursday, February

AUiUQUEKQUE

22, 1906.

the store house facilities, and will add
t
the number of employe n at this
point materially.

Gist m Naif

INTERLOCKING

MERCHANT

UPSTAIRS.

C. A. Tillotson has quit the telegraph service of the Santa Fe and is
now holding down a desk In the Western Union office. Mr. Tillotson came
to New Mexico from Montreal, Canada.

Claude SchrotC who learned the
machinists' trade ai the local shops,
has left the service of the Santa Ke,
and expects to leave March 1 for Buffalo, N. Y., where he expects to reside permanently.
Train No. 1 from the east, arrived
in Albuquerque last evening In two
sections, lmt on schedule time. Traffic
to California points is exceedingly
heavy, owing to the reduced rates,
and nearly every train is split into
two sections.

Train No. 2 broke down at Isleta
this morning. It was found necessary.
to divide the train Into two sections
and wire to Albuquerque for another
locomotive. Engine No. 12t was sent
to the relief of the train, which finally
arrived in this city neiirlv two hours
late.

work In their new quarters In the depot building, says the San Bernardino
Sun.
The force under Mr. Custer is distributed as follows: Ben Shuppe,
chief clerk; Justo Armljo, distribuCharles Bond, Invoice
tion clerk;
clerk; Frank Curtain, stenographer;
A. M. Webster, invoice clerk; Henry
May, stenographer; Gus Suekie, invoice clerk; H. J. Ely. distribution
cl rk and Martin Beimer, office boy.
All hands are thoroughly delighted
with their new quarters, and express
themselves as pleased with San Bernardino. They have entered into the
base ball spirit , and are going to root
for the transportation team in the big
game of base ball to be played Thursday with tlie mechanical team on the
local diamond.
The presence of the storekeeper's
main force located lu this city will
make It. necessary to greatly enlarge

OVER

NO. 209 WEST
AVENUE, O. BAM-

RAILROAD
BINI, PROPRIETOM.

My mercnant tailoring rhop Is upstairs over No. 209 West Railroad ae-nue- ,
where I solicit the patronage of
the public. , All work guaranteed first

RAILROAD
TO

BE

BUILT

INCORPORATION
PAPERS
FOR
TIME TO DEVELOP MINING RESOURCES OF ORGAN
MOUNTAINS PREPARED.
Attorney A. A. Jones cf I.as Vegas,
and M. I). Streeter, a Pennsylvania
capitalist, have secured incorporation
papers in Texas for a railroad to run
from El Paso to Kent on the east side
of the Organ mountains and then to
the town of Organ. The road will be
fifty miles long, including tue branch.
Incorporation papers have been asked
for in New Mexico and A. A. Jones,
A. T. Rogers, Jr., and George A. Fleming, of
Vegas, are named as the
incorporators. The object of the railiwa.u is iu ueveiop ana uniig out ina
immense amount or ore in tlie organ
mountains for treatment at the smel-- :
ters. Lead silver, gold, zinc and.
me .11 auuiKiaiiit; ill I lie iiiwiiil
tains. The railroad is backed by a
large amount of capital, mainly from
Philadelphia.
It is believed that with the completion of the railroad it will develop one
of the great mining regions of the'
west.
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FOUND AT LAST

and Fancy

Groceries

woolens laundered without shrinking. We have
to our at
ready well equipped laundery a machine wfth whichadded
we can handle
,ltbout
:lnkl"8- - When we are through with them they
new. If other laundries hrlnk them, brlog them
Just
to us
and we will straighten them out for you.

rlen!

GRAIN AND FEED
Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
602 South First Street Both Phones

General Contractor

House moving, well making, water
pipe laying, pumps, tanks and wind
mills. Irrigating plants a specialty.
For coias, coughs, bronchitis and all
lung diseases, use Compound Syrup And Every Day and Night This Week Ranch deep well supplies.
of Eucalyptus. 50 cents a bottle at
Ruppe's.
Lead Avenue and First Street.
The football season closed several
weeks ago, but the death list Is still
Automatic
Phone
308;
open for entries.
Colorado
Several players
Red 131.
have died as a result of injuries received during the playing season.
--

Gentral Building Sapplles

6Big Shows--See DANA THOMPSON'S

SCREEN DOORS

6

Both Phones

Free

T.

Car-riage- s,

Frost King

tr Frost

Queen

Everybody Invited to Look ThrougN
Our Large Three Floor Repository.

Chamois Vest

Made of chnmoli, rnlnfnrrrd
Willi flannel Hull,
-

Lucero

Am

and you should look over our very
large new stock of the latest style
Buggies, Driving Road Wagons,
etc., Saddles and Harness.
SPECIAL LOW PRICES NOW.

HEALTH

tailor-mad-

Cor. Fourth St. and Gold Ave.

L

YOUR

Keep warm and enjoy IheenM
dayi bj wraring a pur(ucttiuuig,

Confetti Battles and Fun Galore

,

IT IS NOW TIME FOR YOU TO
THINK ABOUT PLEASURE

v.

DON'T FAIL TO VISIT The MIDWAY

'J

Third and Marquette

High Dive

I PRESERVE

-

.r.

J. KORDER

Uko wrythlne el
In thla
tore. tliwu, tints are guaranteed
10 give eutir.i nat i.faction.
I"rl., 13.00
Fon Hali 1st

UP TO DATE SIGNS

The Williams

208 WEST SILVER AVE.

BLUE

Drug

ALBUQUERQUE.

EXCHANGE
AND

FRONT STORE.
Iloth phones.

Los Angeles, Feb. 22.

Impressed bv
the appalling loss of life which has
recently
resulted
from defective
brakes. William Gardner, a Ixs Ange
les carpenter, has invented a safotv
brake.
Mr. Gardner has dcvnierl nil nf hie
spare time f ir a considerable period
to devising a preventative of accidents. As a result he has succeeded
in fashioning a brake which will stop
a car in three .'Oct and which experts
who have examined It say will render
most car accidents mechanically impossible.
It is called a fender-brake- and combines the features of both. The inventor claims that it will stop an
kind of ear to which it is attached,
rtgardlcss of grade or velocity.
The wreck of a West Second street
cur last Christmas eve, when seventy-livpersons were lninm,i
i.
numerous ether catastronhies which
navo occurred in Los Angeles and
oilier cities, makes the invention of
especial interest at present
It is not Intended w displace air or
e

nvsmpvi
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Furniture Crated For Shipment
Sold on CorrtTiesion.
J. W. MASTERS.
118 West Gold Ave.

ine Best riace to Eat

Pollock's

Restaurant

and

120 WEST SILVPR AUlTKlllc
OOOOCOOOOCXDOCOOOCXDOCXXXJOej

TOTI A GUI API
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
PUBLIC.
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
KXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXDCXXXXXJOOe)
Automatic Telephone, 174.
ana cigars, nace your orders for (J
this line with us.
WE GIVE
NORTH THIRD STREET.
You best satisfaction
In
mill
work.
XXXXXXXXXXXXDOOOCOOCX3000

Corrllloa

UIYY

American Block

ALBUQUERQUE PLANING

X

COAL
96.00 Per

B.P. COPP.D.D.S.
Room 17.

N. T. Armljo Building.

j

Both 'Phones:
matic, 671.

ESTATE-NOTA-RY
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LUNUUN
CLUB LIVERY
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FEED 8 f ABLE S

Corner KocnnJ
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DEMAND
LABOR AMONG
THE COUNTRY.

FOR SKILLED
RAILROADS
OF

Mmnoiii
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A. E. WALKER,
INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Hiilinino. iiBm.ii.
tlon. Office at J. C. Haldridge's Lumber yard.
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C. GRANNIS, Prop.
C
Frightfully Burned.
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red. m
Chaa. W. Moore, a machinist,
COKE - MILL WOOD
of
Day end Night Hack.
H
Ford City, Pa., had his hand frightAlbuquerque.
M. DRAGOIE
Mexico. M
New
KINDLINn
fully burned in an electrical fu
In
xixzxxxxrxzxzrxixxxxxxxxxi
Dealers
He applied Uucklen's Arnica Salv
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
with the usual result, "a quick and
u-tN. PEACH & CO.
...... ... . i . 1 i unucr uu ft TT (111 X
I
SjL.
W
t
AaXllIl
ng. I VOICCD, SnO I
'
uiya'B
U
earth for Burns. Wounds. Soros. K.v O,
K'na of Fren
X
BOTH 'PHONES
zema
K,tTMTC OCALERS
T,c at all ur"8- - Q
.. .,r and Piles.
H 300 North Broadway. Corner or wuk. Automatio 'phone. 6S5. Office. 208 Ml
0
lngtoa Arenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M. J
CXXXXXXXXOOOOCKXXX)OOOOOm
West Gold Avenue.
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The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

There is no class nf railway employes enJoyinK th(! fruit of the li's-en- t
prosperity more than the railway
mechanics. There was never a time
when there was such a demand for
mechanical skilled labor as at present
and with the railroads gettliiK contracts for hundreds of new engines
and thousands of cars, the outlook for
gojd wages was never so favorable.
hlion nours are seldom heard of
now in railroad
shops, as all are
crowded with repair and new work,
ami it is difficult to keep in touch with
the new work and repairing of freight
equipment. The splendid crop conditions of the country the last season
guarantee heavy lmsiiuss. which ot
course, means continued heavy work
at the repair shops.
The demand for equipment exceeds
the output of the plants of this country, which, of course, means that railway shops will be called uihjii tr pro
luce new equipment and supplies ot
all kinds.
STOREKEEPER

Located on the Helen

BERNARDINO

(he Santa
force, arrived here from Albuquerque on No.
7 Sunday
morning and yesterday
warning the entire force was hard at
I. J. Custer, storekeeper of
Ke coast lines, and his office

of The Atchison. Topeha

Cut-o- ff

&

Belen is 31 miles souto of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junetion
of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles,
El Paso

Santa

re Railway

east and west from Chicago
and Old Mexico

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
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LIMITED EXPRESS.
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FRCIGHT TRAIN.
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fE ROUTE W.LL

GO

QE

THC M.tN

t,HE THROUGH

TO BELEN, EAST AND

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
.
. whi,e
FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

AND FORCE
AT SAN

AND

MILL

MANY MACHINISTS WANTED

GREAT

MEXICO.

Colo., Red 284; Auto-

.
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CO.,

The Standard Heating &
Plumbing Company

O. A. SLEYSTER
REAIj

INSURANCE,

1

'

mm

hand brakes but Is simply an emergency appliance both as to fender and
brake. If a man falls in front of a
car he Is scooped up and carried without harm until the car stops. The
lender will pick up a man's i
and
yet is so strongly constructed bat
a
heavily loaded truck might runthat
over
It without damage to the appliance.
The brake proper consists of a series
of flanged steel track: shoes which,
when applied, fall to the rail and the
forward wheel of each set of trucks
Instantly rides the brake in such a
manner that the wheel is above and
free from the track and a greater portion of the weight of tho heavy motor
and the car above it is thrown upon
the track shoe, thus creating a friction Which lllUSt Stoil ttla ,ar llhln
a few inches, or feet, according to mo
mentum.
The device has
en Kiibmltteii in
experts appointed by Henry Hunting- luii. who gay tne only danger which
could arise ls that the stoppage of the
r nugni ik too sudden for the corn- ion cr uie pass, ngers, but that for an
.... ,,r.,...
emereenov hrak Jr
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STORAGE CO,

d

NEW

SPRUNG A LEAK?
Turn the stopcock In the cellar,
phone ua and w'ell do the rest In very
short order. Our facilities for prompt
attention to plumbing accidenta are
such that you will have no occasion
for worry if we are notified without
delay. One order placed with us will
beget more that's why we ask the
one.

Co.

117 W. UailroaU Ave.

FURNITURE

o.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO,

.

WITH-

Free

P.

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.
QOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOCXXOi

DIXIE CARNI

VAL COMPANY

or

Make matters match. If you're the
proud possessor ot a fine horse or
team see to It that their equipment ie
In keeping with their worth. We have
a reputation for turning out harness
which bears critical Inspection from
any viewpoint strength, style, durability, price moderation.
At to the
latter, we will be glad to quote you
cost any time you ask it. Please ask.

O. BAMBINI.

NEW BRAKE TO
PREVENT ACCIDENTS

BACK

OOOOOOOOCXXXXXXXXXJOOOOOO
"GOOD HORSESI"
WHY
NOT GOOD HARNESS?

A. D. JOHNSON

...Tonight,..
THE

'Red Wagons"

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO
HAY,

Children 25c

f

NEW

&TCO.

Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees.
boden'a Granlt9 Flour.

Prices - 35, 50 and 75c

class, as I' have had fifteen years' ex
perience in the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
repaired. The specific I use will not
Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.

Wil-lard-

. . .

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

18S2

Casino Canned Goods

'

Beautiful Electrical Effects.

v

oto-

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Htllsboro Creamery Butter Best
Earth.
THE "2"
Orders Solicited.
Free Delltery
tl4 8outh Second Street.
Extraordinary Exponents of Equipoise

-

I

Established in

F. G. PRATT
Bole agents for

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

HEWITTS

TAILORING

Joe. T. Peterson has been succeeded
as manager for the Fintsch Gas company at the local station by Hyatt
Adair, who ha just resigned as round
house clerk. Mr. Peterson has gone
to El Paso to take the management
of the Pintsch Gas company's business
at that place.
,
The private car of President
of the. Chicago, Uurllnaton &
Quincy railroad was attached
No.
1 last evening.
President Willard was
not aboard, however, the car be.ng occupied by A. N. Baker and wife. Mr.
Baker is a prominent New York banker and Interested largely, it Is understood, in the C. B. & Q. Mr. and Mrs.
Baker are bound for Los Angeles and
San Francisco on a pleasure trip.
m
m
m
The office of .1. O. Hutchinson, road
master of the first district of the
division was moved
to the local offices yesterday rom
Gallup. Mr. Hutchinson and his son,
Lee Hutchinson, are loth well known
in Albuquerque and their residence
will be welcomed by their many Albuquerque friends. The reason for the
change ha not been given out, but
it is presumed that Albuquerque is
more advantageous to work from than
Gallup.

VARNISHE3 AND
BRUSHES.
Leather. Harness, Saddles, Lap
Robes,
Horse Blankets. Etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
and
Pelts.
K9 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE

An Extra Act:
European and
can Novelties

Viaduct.

Wholesale Grocers

Street

Thos. F. Kclchcr
PAINTS, OILS,

White Feather

RAILROAD TOPICS
a well known railroad
man of Wlnslow, is spending a few
Downs
Mr.
days In Albuquerque.
piloted the Gates spec In l In from
Vlnslow on Saturday.

Masonic Building, North Third

interlocking switch signal system Is being Installed in the Santa Fe
yards at Isleta. The- - work which was
begun several days ao Is being done NEW YORK'S GREATEST LAUGH
by a company which has contracts to
ING COMEDY SUCCESS.
Install & large number or the interlocking systems on the Santa Fe road.
The interlocking system is one
A
whereby the passing of trains Is governed entirely by signals. Where the
system is in v; gue, no train can pass With a Carefully Selected Company
INTRODUCING
that point without first stopping to
receive a signal. A white signal signifies Mime ahead, w'iillu a red signal
Olio of,
commands a stop, at the peril of beAmeriing ditched, as it is so arranged that
a train running over a red signal will
be derailed at least fltiv feet from
where it would pass over a cross track
or junction.
Tlie increased number of trains that
will pass Isleta when the cut-of- f
Is
"MOZKl.LE," "Queen of Light"
finished. Is given as the reason for
CORA CORELLI
the placing ,f an interlocking svstem
European Novelty Artiste
there.

J. D. EMMONS

and Salt Meats.
Sausage Factory.

EMIS KLEINWORT,

February 26th

Monday,

SEVEN.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

All Kinds of Fresh

Steam

An

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY

Ben Downs,

Meat Market

One Night Only

SYSTEM

PAGE

THIRD STREET

ELKS' THEATRE

FOR ISLETA JUNCTION

In order to make room for our Spring stock
of Draperies we will cut prices in half on all
odd Lace Curtains and Portieres. Some very
pretty pattern?, two pair alike.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL FURNITURE.
West End of
Cor. Coal Ave. and Second St. Bath Phones.

EVENING CITIZEN.

a
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town ana imnMvem&nr
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WtlT. NORTH

AND

.OUTH

DEEDS.

rinmnz,

WM. M..BERQER, Secretary
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IF MA'S QUIT.

hp exported

llcr4nr

to In' nellt
r.meelH
Everybody works but mothet,
territory four months anil
She gads around all day;
anil
will take In Germany. France
Goes to women's meetings,
Sweden, while iilironcl.
Takes In the matinee,
.Inm.-Mr
li. f'rcllln. rt former
Father tolls and worries,
lo
now
Iml
city,
(his
Everybody works at our house
renldent of
L1!
ViUl It rriviMl from the.I
nnln.l
Display for 1906,
III IUI
lie has a good time nit;
f!l( In
DAY AND WEATHER.
will
morntnp.
ami
south this
Hut ma she's quit.
ie
b
here,
friends
visiting
Sun rose 6:40 and will set at 5:47, some time friends here who will I'
Everybody works at Edgar's
blacks,
giving day of 11 hours and 7 min hits many
acain.
They stay home at night.
utes. The sun slipped a cog today Klad to see liT lieen heard oi ifuw
Nothing has
So send us all your."washin"
and made the day three minutes
who. on the forged
It'll come back all right.
longer than yesterday, Instead of two the h1 irk fortcr
Makers
hcvithI
From
wife,
secured
We lessen all your worries.
minutes, which is the usual rate of signature of hl
who
merchants
And do your clothes to fit.
The cause of this is hundred dollars from chocks. II was
lengthening.
the worthless
Send your goods to Edgar's
that for some days the length of sun- cashed
fact Riven some mv
If "yo"' ma hns quit.
shine has been increasing at the rate supposed, and the skipped
nwny
hi
to
tire, that McGee
of a few more seconds than two mint")
made
was
DANCEl DANCEll DANCE!
utes a day. Today the odd seconds Paso, but as no effort
certain
amounted to sixty, or a minute, and rnniiir,. him. it is now almost me
WASHINGTON
i
BIRTHDAY DANCE
so thev were added to the sunshine that he did not tarry ioiir in
AT CASINO TONIGHT. COME AND
length of today.. The same thing is City hut kept moving.
Washington's birthday Is belni? ob HAVE A GOOD TIME.
done every four years, when the, unSoft Kid uppers, low heels, flexl
counted hours amount to twenty-fourserved hero by the usual naii-no- u
'ARNOLDS BEST" HIGH PATENT
on
New
and one day is added to February. dnv in most of the stores, some ol FLOUR MAKES TEETH, BONE AND
ble soles, light weight. They
The moon has been so close to the them belnir closed all day. The pot MUSCLE.
in
$3
make your feet feel at home
sun all day that It would have been offlPt,..,. ,) barber shops observed the
.
me
max
uun()HV
tne
mi
hours,
fact
neat
invisible,
ami
look
beainnlng,
without
from the
TICKETS
BOUGHT. SOLO
were
day has been cloudy. George Washand county office
lrnnirnt
and wear well.
AND EXCHANGED
ington was born on this date In 1732. r)oH01
Klaus were displayed freely
Spring Knox Hats
Spring Douglas Shoss
throughout the city and many parties
, ..ntertalniiients
were held clnrlns;
AttoclMllon Offlc
J. O. MrCreacer. cetieral merchant
$1.10 to $1.50
Toe Slippers
Rup.
at Tihii.d. is in the city .buying
with several to follow
Transactions
Strap Sandals... $1.25, $1.50 $1.75
plies.
tonight
Cuarantaad
$1.35
Julietes, plain or tipped,
Manuel it. Otero Htnl M. I. Sena,
The officers of Company (1, Na- 118 V. R. R. Ave
$1.75
Julietes, Rubber Heels
who were here the past few days, t(nni Guards, were out at the rifle ROSEN'FIEhD'S,
hivu returned to Santa Ke.
r:mo this afternoon for target prac-inLace Shoes, plain toes
at
the
with ntstols. Rumors of war rvlMlnir
tlce
clerk
nK..rf ch.u.f
$1.50, $1.65, $2.25
i
,.HW.a
i
rei limed this I the far east, and the seemingly "yel$2.50
Shoes,
Congress or Button
low peril," are stimulating things In
morninir from a visit to El Paso.
here, as hot n men
M. W. Flournoy. the banker, who military circles
O hope for
out in California, the past ten ami officer of Comnanv
fam- make New, Mexico
a chance.. .to ....
UftQ
days, lias returned to this city.
..
.11,1
Mi'Y- W
Joshua S. Raynolds. and son. Her- Rough Riders in
the
of
bert, the attorneys, were passengers iha latn war with Soaln. AhOUl .5b
.5
for Ijls Veeas this morning, i ney men are now members of the com- expect to return to Albuquerque this nsmv. hut 14 more recruits are need
evening.
to cet the company tip to its urn
y
ma n
are oelng constantly received, which Mrs. K. H. Cllue, of 211 Marquette ed
jm
quota of 50 men.
per-receiving
Mrs
l
Insures our customers
avenue. Is enjoying a visit from
Rev. Rollins of the head' Avenue
was
fectly fresh articles. We handle only R. T. Gillette, of BIsbee, Ariz., re-an Methodist Rnlsconal churcn.
friend. Mrs. Gillette formerly
upon, at his home, yesterday
called
the best and most reliable brands of old
sided In this city.
to marrv Mr. and Mrs. K. M. French
every kind of food products, and sell
Miss Marie Sheppnrd, of 707 South of Winslow. Ariz. The minister was
prices.
k
them at
Third street, was ten years old yes surprised to no UMJe extent to see
terday, and last evening ehe Jnvlted a that names on tne license who '"c
CAR JUST UNLOADED.
her of friends to help celebrate Lalm. 1(IU the groom hurried to ex- the event. Games were played ana niain that thev had been aivorcen
Westfalien Ham
refreshments were served
Ham Sausage
nnd that there had been a recon Strictly No. 1 Fancy Seed
Cervalat
Gothaer
Tongue Sausage
Braun. Leberwurst
hast nijjht F. n. Schwentker and C. dilation and that they were reaay
MOCHA 'J I JAV
Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St
Mr. French
Pork Sausage
G. Nuchols left for Prcscott, Arizona tn nllov itheir lot again.
Sardellen Cervelat
COtRlCHTf
Smoked Tongues
where the latter will assume control of is a well to do liveryman of WinsFrankfurter
m
Salami
Goose Breasts
the office there of the Pacific Conser low, and also has came interests are
vatlve Life Insurance company. Mr. Navajo county, Arizona. at. iney
Sturges
Schwentker Is the New Mexico and stopping a lew days
Y. Maynar d
Geo. W. Hickox
European.
Arizona manager of said company,
We have the agency of the famous USINGER SAUSAGE and
While the people of Albuquerque
Arthur .7. McGrew. an employe In
the Santa Fe railroad shops, and huel are celebrating the birthday ul the
Meats. These goods are equal, If not better, than those
Smoked
Hickox-Mayna- rd
la M. Snedecar of Tecumseh, Mich., father of his country they must not
Old Country. If you want the best, Insist on the
in
made
the
wctp milted In marrlaue this morning forget that they are at the same time,
"USINGER BRAND."
Fresh shipments received weekly.
the
at St. John's rectory by the Rev. A. unbeknownist to them, celebratingsays
will make their birthday of another, and, while he
They
G. Harrison.
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
he Is not the father of any one and
home in Albuquerque.
Mrs. Rupert Aspluncl U enjoyln a came to this country iron, tne
name which he still
visit from her sister, who arrived with his original
at- IT IS THE PLACE TO FIND EVERYTHING THE NICEST AND
from Oxford. O., last night, and Is uses, he Is out for a little fun this
DETHe"bEST. OUR WATCH REPAIRING AND OPTICAL
ill uit; ;n y m icmam
uiv
uC
weeks while enroute to join her bankers and owners ot auioiuooiien age
QUALIFICAnls
HIGHEST
MEN
OF
PARTMENTS IN CHARGE OF
mother, who Is In hos Angeles. Miss Is known as Fred Nichols, and appearnrnm 'hno i,en attending school at uncertain, although from all
three
the
reached
TIONS. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ORDERS BY MAIL, AND
not
ances lie has
Oxford.
n- score years and ten allotted to man
h,., km
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
K
nouncements stating that Miss Phoebe and may not be over the I'luIng
nH
n v..i,
,r,,H w. Moo.iv of eixteen. He is excessively liberal
were Joined In marriage at Colorado today anu auto riues are
South Second Street
The Arch Front
Springs, Colo., Monday evening. Feb- - this afternoon.
BEST."
ruarv 19 at 8 o clock. Miss Nuiton re- n.ri. a tW who recently re
sided in Albuquerque at No. ilb v est slKnt(1 as Nev Mexico manager for
head avenue several years ago.
th Mutual Life Insurance company
Hon w. R. Martin, district clerk of New York, arrived this morning
of Socorro count v. uassed througTi from Kl Paso. Mr. Day is on nis way
tha .itv lnHt nlirht. returning home to Waahinirton BtatW. where lie Iu
He says that
from snnta Fe where he went to at- - thinking of locating.
tend a smoker given there Tuesday he doesn't like El Paso, and he gives
night by the Santa Fe Elks in nonor that as his reason ror resigning iiohi
Mr. Mania tne management or me .muiuui
of Governor Hagernian.
aal.i that. ih affair w;is a declueu Although his resignation nas neen a- ceptea anu tne company
8UCCCS8.
to remain. .Mr.
,A..ii..n . r,,i.iir. . iu the h ni an inducement
,1 j.t (trm tit.,1
.
-- t.," U'flV
.
name of a new Spanish weemy news- - lln..; .lnia n. la
o
niiike Ita nnnearnnce me soumwehi uiki n lie uuwm
o..
The finest candy made at any price; absolutely pure; always fresh,
counnorthwest
to
the
locate
in
clde
future,
M. tn,nnii,i,niiu In
nar
the purest of the
healthy and wholesome. Choc olates and
,h. trv.he will e to his old home in
pure.
city's spring election "hu i a limn- - i v nx n n. I'uiiiiu umaj an kv..v..
nil Publico is to lie renuuiicnu in row. Mr. uav will remain in aiuii
busi
nolitics. Jesus M. Sandovul is to be quercjue attending to .unfinished
tiess.
manager.
and
its
editor
Building
Barnett
J, H. O'RIELLY CQ, Druggists
As stated in The livening Citize
Dr. and Mrs. John Roger Haynefand child left thin morning for their yesterday . Prof. J. 12. Clark, superin
schools
THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.
home at El Vado, Rio Arriba county, tendent of the city public
X. M. Two bear hunters and well .should have left last niKht fur Louis
known mountain guides accompanied ville, Ky.. where he will attend tn
Dr. Unvnes to Rio Arriba county, as a sessions of the department of superin
l.lrr
hunt Is ulanned for the near tendenee of the National Educational
"
401-40- 3
113-US-future in that section ot New Mexico, association, meeting In the Falls City
. ,..,
1.
nut
.
28
27.
20.
Marcn
Fe
bruarv
and
i
.Mr. ana airs, josenn naum, -:
n,t
k
' '
'
;.,
V,
at Santa Rosalia springs, McxMexico
reasons,
had to
nth. returne to the Private
he ,7a
ight
Wrlt for Wholesale Trices on Plows and Other Farm Implements
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Beautiful Spring Shirts

from th

PERSONAL

.

,

1906.

this week, showing a
wonderful assortment of new color designs,
and white combinations.
whites, and

First

"l'"

WOMEN'S

the World's Best

Shirts

COMFORT

SHOES

1 1

Ranging in Price from 75c to $1.25

We also place
Spring Tiger Hat

R.R.

sale this week The
a host of new styles,

$5.00

$3.50

'

STERN

SIMON

OOO0000000000

v) h

Railroad Avenue Clothier

Vi

New Goods

oooooooooo

c

.

SEED

ALFALFA

Smoked Meats

bed-roc-

r. TROTTER
ooooooooooco
F.

r-

Lach-Schlnke- n

L. B.

T.

PUTNEY

Go.

The

u

.

THE BIRDSELL WAGON

s

"THE WORLD'S

.

JUST IN

Wh itman's Candies

",

1

t

,.--

bon-bon-

",-.V"'-

Sash, Doors,

Lumber

Glass,

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

First and Marquette,

mm
U

I JUXI Li.

JL

CO.

LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

Albuquerque, N. M.

-

THE

Diamond

i

Palace

RAILROAD

AVE.

Diamonds, Watotea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

:lr- -

"tLtuT?:frXZ

the nearbv
fully bagged some wild game, killing a
bear, a wild cat and some other animals now in season down In the bister
republic.
Col. W. S. Hnpewell this morning
negotiated with V. L. Trimble for the
purchase of u young burro, one of
nlgntlngaie
New Mexico's famous
and the colonel hopes to get the little animal off on a trip lo the east by
the. first of next week. The burro will
be securely crated and shipped to Hon.
John McClung, a prominent banker
and millionaire of Pittsburg and Allegheny City, Penn.
Leon Hertzog and David Welller.
two of Albuquerque's merchants, left
this morning on train No. 2, on toa
journey which will carry them
Europe.
Mr. Welller says that hemuv stop in New York, but on leav-

North First Street
and Arizona.

South First Street
Wholesal Distributers for New

...0i
,t""

-

Cement and Rex Flintkote
ROOfing.

WHITNEY COMPANY:

l.H-.i- r

O

sev- -

The largest stock west of Kansas City.
oral appropriates of local scnooi
buildings obtained from this office, and
a letter of introduc tion from the business manager of The Evening Citizen
to Hon. Henry Watterson, editor ol
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
The professor
the Courier-Journawill do some good missionary work for LIVERY, SALB FEED AND TRANi
the cause of education for New Mexico
FER STABLES
while back in Louisville.
Horses and Mules bought and ex
changeu.
Do not buv your Chlldrens' Foot
wear with the idea inai any stioes
IN THE CITT
BEST
TURNOUTS
are good enough for the little ones
because they outgrow them so fast.
Jewelry stock, at
Second street, between Railroad and
All sizes and values;, watches, rings and general
rho feet require particular care at
bargain rates.
Copper
avonivea.
their age and a poorly fitting shoe
UNREDEEMED PLEDGES AT LOW PRICES.
will cripple them for a lifetime. Our
CORDOVA RESTAURANT
chlldrens' shoes are made cm lasts
that give clentv of toe room and
114 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
FIRST CLASS TABLE BOARD AND
At the same time
prevent corns.
Private entrance on side street.
they nok dressy and we guarantee NICE CLEAN ROOMS, $5.50 PER
315
ONLY.
CASH
good wear. C. Mav's Shoe Store, 314 WEEK, FOR
SOUTH FIRST STREET.
Wewt Railroad avenuo.
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Money to Loan
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HENRY YANOW, the Pawn Broker
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TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

LIGHT WEIGHT OVERCOATS

frame
FOR SALE New three-roohoiiM' in Highlands; rented for 12
months. Will sell n monthly payments ol $12. N. Teach & CO., Rial
Estate Dialer, 20St West Cold ave.
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Copyright
B.
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OUR EASTERN BUYER HAS JUST SENT US
A FINE LINE OF TOP COATS AND CRAVAN-ETT- E
COATS. THESE WERE BOUGHT CHEAP

WORTH REGULARLY $l6.50Jp
WE HAVE DECIDED TO SELL THEM

AND ARE

20
AT

12.50 AND $15.00

DON'T DELAY

4r

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

122
Second
8.

RETAIL

H

WM. McINTOSH

$

Colo. Phone 197
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HARDWARE

WHOLESALE
I

Proprietors

Auto. Phone 185

.

IV-ces-

for

funeral-- ,

weddinss.

and a:i occasions, imi ui.,1 in a
l!i rountiiy artistic manner. If you
wain something out uf 'he ordinary, try ua.

IVES,
119

THC 'LOB'ST

WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
Auto hone, 718.
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OW IS THE TIME to buy your Heating Stoves.
selling them out at actual cost.

We are

handsome:

FLORAL
DESIGNS
CALL AT ONCE

H

C F. MYERS

FOR IT

Out of one day a lmslm c.s. A com
plete shootlni? gallery, c nsistin ot
three Winchester Kims, targets, 1,4'H)
cartridges, etc. Win ie mho at onethird c.st If taken at once. .Vekalf's K
office, :',L'l West Gold avenue.
.
o
OF RAILWAY
BROTHERHOOD
TRAINMEN'S BALL AT ELKS HALL,
FEB. 22. GRAND MARCH AT 8:30.
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AND INSPECT the
CALL the
Southwest.

largest stock of Stoves and Ranges

215 West Railroaa Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

